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The model for ‘Jihadi John’ (above): a screen shot of episode 230 of the Turkish TV action
drama Kurtlar Vadisi Pusu (Valley of the Wolves Ambush)
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1. Introduction
This monograph questions the identification
of the mysterious ‘Jihadi John’ as ‘Mo-
hammed Emwazi’. It critiques the ensuing
narrative of his ‘radicalization’ developed by
news media, on the basis of mostly anony-
mous sources. 

The British press has been so credulous re-
garding the ‘unmasking’ of Jihadi John as to
suggest that they are operating under a De-
fece Advisory (DA)-notice. I am not. Ques-
tions need asking, so, as an academic, I ask
them.

Elsewhere,1 I have examined the videos of Ji-
hadi John’s supposed execution of Sotloff,
Foley, Haines, Henning, Kassig, the two Ja-
panese men, and the 18 young Syrian mili-
tary men (‘Nusayri officers and pilots in the
hands of the Khilafah’).2 There I argue:

• No hostages die in their filmed executions,
although someone wants us to believe that
they do. This is not to say that these
hostages did not die in some other way at
some other time, but, having seen no evi-
dence to the contrary, I suspect that at least
some of them are still alive.

• These videos aim to deceive. There is some
unconvincing sawing away at the hostage’s
neck, an edited fade-out, followed by an
image of the unfortunate man’s severed
head. We are expected to assume that the
fade-out is to spare us the gory sight of the
actual beheading—but it is to conceal that
there was none. 

• The appearance of a severed head is not
proof of a hostage’s death, for a customized
severed head can be made to order (as
every theatre and opera company knows). 

• These videos are composites of images of
people and things recorded at different
times and in different places, manipulated
with computer-generated imagery and su-

1. http://businessofemotions.org/category/deception/
islamic-state/

2. When I have time, I will combine the two. 

perimposed on a green screen on which are
projected various ‘real’ landscapes. 

Nor was the Jordanian pilot Moaz al-Kasas-
beh burnt alive. Those flames were comput-
er-generated images (CGI) and this can be
detected by studying the video frame-by-
frame.

Since these videos are digitally created we
ought to contemplate the possibility that ‘Ji-
hadi John’ was too. He may not be an actual
person. He may be a photo-realistic digital
human. This is a reality in the movie industry
where digital clones stand-in for actors dur-
ing filming of dangerous stunts. 
If Jihadi John is not an actual person, consider
that the elusive ‘Mohammed Emwazi’ is elusive
because he does not actually exist.

These videos were not created by ‘Islamic
State’ (nor by its ‘media arm’ the al-Hayat
media centre) nor by anyone remotely near
Raqqah in Syria. They were created in a
state-of-the-art studio by highly skilled and
well-funded professionals trained in digital
and military deception.  

I am hardly alone in pointing out this Islamic
State digital deception. A child could sense
that these videos are not what they seem. All
it takes is an innocent eye, free of
preconceptions. 

Even parts of traditional news media have
figured out that these videos are not quite
quite right. See, for example, ‘Experts say
that certain parts of horrific clip showing be-
heading of 21 Egyptians likely manipulated’
(Fox News); the Daily Mail asks ‘Did ISIS
doctor the footage of Japanese hostages?’ and
‘Does ISIS really have SEVEN-FOOT tall
executioners?’. Foley murder video 'may
have been staged' (The Daily Telegraph).
But they have not pressed these observations
to their logical conclusion and cannot even
imagine that someone other than ‘Islamic
State’ is doing the doctoring.
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Most people lack the time and the motivation
to seek out these videos on the internet and
form their own opinion. (In the UK they have
been warned that it may be a criminal offence

to do so.) They assume that the ‘authorities’
have done this for them. But they have not. 

These videos should have been forensically
analyzed by a trustworthy, independent body
and the results made public. But they were
not. State agencies in the UK and US have
been remarkably circumspect in their assess-
ments. No named source has vouched for
their authenticity. And none will. The only
person to have endorsed them as authentic is
the President of the United States. After that
all questioning stopped. My aim here is to
restart it.  
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2. Military Deception Basics3

I have argued elsewhere that this series of
‘Islamic State’ videos are consistent with a
military deception (MILDEC) operation
aimed at domestic public opinion in the West.
This campaign has two main aims. To:

A. disguise what is actually happening on the
ground in Syria, Iraq and Turkey.

B. manipulate the emotions of Western soci-
eties into supporting the return and deploy-
ment of armed forces to Syria and Iraq.

To date, these aims have been met. More will
follow. 

In brief, techniques of military deception
which hitherto were directed at external ene-
mies are now targeted at us, the Western
public. 

With one difference. 

Whereas traditional military deception de-
ceives an enemy by providing false informa-
tion, now the focus of deception is the ma-
nipulation of collective emotions. 

The ‘war-on-terror’ provides ample evidence
to support this contention. The Jihadi John/
Mohammed Emwazi deception is just the lat-
est manifestation of this. 

Using the nomenclature of Military Decep-
tion, these Islamic State videos featuring Ji-
hadi John are Deception Events. The narra-
tive surrounding these videos comprises a
Deception Story: a plausible, but false, ac-
count of the videos which will lead the De-
ception Target into acting in a manner which
will accomplish the commander’s goal. The
Deception Target is the Western public.

MILDEC requires no vast conspiracy. Quite
the opposite. Deception works only if it is not
perceived as such. For authenticity’s sake, the
majority of those involved in MILDEC do so

3. This account of military deception draws on
Chapter 4 ‘Military Deception’ of the US Army’s Field
Manual No. 3-13 Information Operations: Doctrine,
Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures. Department of
the Army, Washington, DC, 28 November 2003. [http:/
/www.iwar.org.uk/iwar/resources/doctrine/
fm-3-13.htm]

unwittingly. They believe the deception. Only
a small, disciplined core of the ideolological-
ly pure are privy to the deception. It is a club
one can never leave voluntarily. 

The Deception Event and the Deception Sto-
ry combine to provoke an emotional reaction
in the Deception Target that will facilitate a
particular state action. For example, the
moral outrage and desire for revenge at the
execution of two American and two British
hostages brought about what was previously
unthinkable—the return of American and
British forces to Iraq. Their nationalities were
not accidental. Burning alive the Jordanian
pilot Moaz al-Kasasbeh (which I dispute)
created an irresistible demand that Jordan en-
ter the war against Islamic State. These were
not unanticipated side-effects, they were the
specific objectives of these deception videos.
(a) Examples of Deception Events 
and Stories
Deception events are more visible after the
event:

• Hannibal’s use of the double-envelopment 
tactic or pincer movement against the 
Romans, at the Battle of Cannae, in 216 
BC, was a deception event.

• Schwarzkopf’s well publicised prewar 
amphibious exercises, in 1991, to convince 
Iraqis that the Americans were planning to 
mount a major seaborne assault was a 
deception event.

• The 1964 Gulf of Tonkin incident was a 
Deception Event, intended to justify US 
escalation of its war against the 
Vietnamese.

• The Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Operation 
Northwoods, in 1962, which envisaged CIA
initiated terrorist attacks on fellow 
Americans, were also Deception Events. 
They were to be blamed on Cuba, to justify
US military involvement.4

• The August, 1980, Bologna bombing, 
which killed 85 people and wounded more 
than 200, was a Deception Event. It was 
caused by fascist paramilitaries, the Nuclei 

4. Pentagon Proposed Pretexts for Cuba Invasion in
1962. National Security Archives. April 30, 2001.
http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/news/20010430/
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Armati Revoluzionari (NAR), part of 
Operation Gladio, but blamed on the left. 
It’s aim? To drive frightened people into 
the arms of the State.

5

It is not the Deception Event, in itself, that
deceives, but the explanation of that event, or
the Deception Story:
a plausible, but false, view of the situation, which
will lead the deception target into acting in a
manner that will accomplish the commander’s
goal. (4-18)

Some examples:

Via Operation Fortitude, Allied forces de-
ceived Nazi-occupied France into believing
that the impending invasion would be at Pas
de Calais, rather than the actual Normandy.
The deception included controlled leaks of
misinformation through diplomatic channels,
simulated wire- less traffic, and British con-
trolled German double-agents.

Operation Rockingham, set up in 1991 and
run by military and intelligence officers and
civilian Ministry of Defence personnel, fed
information in support of the Anglo-Ameri-
can invasion of Iraq.
‘Within the defence intelligence services I liaise
with the Rockingham cell.’ 

Part of David Kelly’s testimony to the PM’s
Intelligence and Security Committee in
closed session on July 16, 2003—the day be-
fore his mysterious death.

Operation Mass Appeal late played a similar
role in selling the Iraq war.6

The Deception Story that legitimized the in-
vasion and occupation of Iraq was fed by
anonymous leaks from official sources to a
credulous corporate news media, mediated by
sympathetic military analysts. These were

5. Daniele Ganser, ‘Terrorism in Western Europe:
An Approach to NATO’s Secret Stay-Behind Armies.’
The Whitehead Journal of Diplomacy and
International Relations. Winter/Spring 2005. 69-95.

6. Nicholas Rufford. ‘Revealed: how MI6 sold the
Iraq war.’ The Times, December 28, 2003. See also,
Scott Ritter, Iraq Confidential: The Untold Story of
America’s Intelligence Conspiracy. 2005.

part of the Pentagon’s military analyst
program.7

The Pentagon referred to these ‘analysts’ as
‘message force multipliers’, i.e., surrogates
who can be trusted to deliver its message to
Americans in the form of their own ‘indepen-
dent’ opinions. 

In marketing terms this is ‘shaping’. It used
to be called propaganda, now it’s public rela-
tions. It’s been going on a long time.8 It’s still
going on. Only the form changes. The war-
on-terror generates experts on security, in-
telligence and radicalization. These are the
war-on-terror’s message force multipliers.
(b) The Drip-Drop of Deception 
Indicators
A Deception Story does not emerge fully-
formed. In the unmasking of Jihadi John con-
sumers of news developed it themselves on
the basis of Deception Indicators, items of
information that are fed to the Deception
Target. These begin with Jihadi John himself.
He is no executioner but he’s certainly a nar-
rator. In the prologue to each video he tells
us why these hostages have to die. 

We are fed Deception Indicators in the form
of ‘intelligence’ and develop the narrative
ourselves. Because we more readily accept
information that conforms to our beliefs, De-
ception Indicators are tailored to our preju-
dices and preconceptions—in this case about
radicalized, Islamic terrorists.

We normally defer to ‘intelligence’ because
we think of it as a neutral process of gather-
ing data to guide rational decision-making.
However, this is not how armed forces and
secret intelligence services think of intelli-
gence. For them, intelligence is not just about
gathering and analyzing information; it is
also about providing information.

7. David Folkenflik, "Pentagon Used Military
Analysts to Deliver Message," NPR's "All Things
Considered," May 1, 2008.

8. See Todd, C. Helmus, Christopher Paul and
Russell W. Glenn. Enlisting Madison Avenue: The
Marketing Approach to Earning Popular Support in
Theaters of Operation. RAND Prepared for the
United States Joint Forces Command 2007
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The ‘unmasking’ of Jihadi John signals that
this part of the operation has been successful-
ly concluded. The character has done all that
it could. This narrator is now retired. 

Attention now shifts to the man behind the
mask, Mohammed Emwazi, how he was
‘radicalized’ and what needs to be done to
prevent the radicalization of others. This nar-
rative skips from Syria and Iraq to Western
countries, principally the UK and the US.
This promises the suppression of most forms
of political dissent for ‘radical’ is a plastic
term.

Intelligence about Mohammed Emwazi is fed
anonymously to trusted, i.e., credulous,
journalists, usually of the ‘security’ or ‘de-
fence’ kind, who, in good faith or not, convey
this intelligence to their readers and viewers
of news. 

Other news agencies cannibalize these
scoops and add their own interpretations and
assumptions. Before long they all agree with
each other. This is public relations, not
journalism. 

‘Intelligence’ ransacks Mohammed Emwazi’s

past and provides photographs, school year-
books, remembered conversations, en-
counters and acquaintances, emails and travel
documents and releases them, via newspapers
and television stations, into the public
domain. 

All manner of commentators and pundits on
‘intelligence’ and ‘security’ then connect
these fragments of a life by speculation as to
his motives and actions and weave them into
a back-story. They do this not to determine
his guilt or innocence—for when evidence
defers to intelligence, innocence defers to
guilt—but to reveal an inherent purpose to all
that he did, culminating in these so terrible
beheadings. 

Whatever Emwazi has done, whenever and
wherever ever he did it, points to his guilt. 

As with witches and heretics, now with ter-
rorists: the proof follows the guilt. So it is
with Mohammed Emwazi and Jihadi John.
Soon it will be with all ‘radicals’.

This isn’t legal process; it’s political specta-
cle. But to what end?
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3. The Unmasking of Jihadi
John
Fortunately, for every technique of deception
there is a technique of detecting deception.
As Sherlock Holmes puts it, ‘What one man
can invent, another can discover.’ Let’s see
what we can discover about ‘Mohammed
Emwazi’ and his alter ego, Jihadi John. 

Let’s start at the beginning. Who unmasked
Jihadi John and how? 

Adam Goldman and Souad Mekhennet of the
Washington Post claim ‘ownership’ of the
discovery of ‘Jihadi John’s’ identity. In a
short video, ’How The Post identified “Jihadi
John,”’ (26 February) 

Adam Goldman

Goldman explains how they made the
discovery:9 
‘we collected various bits of information about
him, over the last several weeks if not months,
we picked up a first name and picked up, you
know, part of the last name, and then it just took
getting on the ground in London and knocking
on doors.’ 

As easy as that eh? The Daily Mail asks
‘Why did it take the Americans to unmask Ji-

9. See also Reporter Reveals How She Identified
'Jihadi John' - NBC news.com And Goldman Isis
murderer Mohammed Emwazi: public had a right to
know, says Washington Post journalist - video The
Guardian. The public also had a right to expect
sources of information to be revealed.

hadi John?’ It’s a good question. Here’s the
answer: because someone gave them the
name ‘Mohammed Emwazi’ (’We picked
up’). This source they cannot reveal on
grounds of ‘national security’. They then
looked around for someone willing to ‘con-
firm’ that Jihadi John is Mohamed Emwazi. 

The actual news story in the Post on Thurs-
day, February 26, tells us a little more: 
“I have no doubt that Mohammed is Jihadi
John,” said one of Emwazi’s close friends who
identified him in an interview with The Washing-
ton Post. “He was like a brother to me. . . . I am
sure it is him.”

A representative of a British human rights group
who had been in contact with Emwazi before he
left for Syria also said he believed Emwazi was Ji-
hadi John, a moniker given to him by some of the
hostages he once held.

“There was an extremely strong resemblance,”
Asim Qureshi, research director at the rights
group, CAGE, said when shown one of the
videos and asked to confirm whether Emwazi
could be “Jihadi John.”

“This is making me feel fairly certain that this is the
same person,” Qureshi added. 

Note that this is one ‘friend’ (‘he was like a
brother’) and Asim Qureshi of CAGE10 who
identified him, from ‘one of the videos’ when
‘asked to confirm whether Emwazi could be
“Jihadi John.” 

Without lingering with any doubt about the
identity of ‘Jihadi John’, the Washington
Post continues with what will become a fa-
miliar refrain, his ‘radicalization’: 
The friends, [now there are more than one] who
spoke on the condition of anonymity because of
the sensitivity of the investigation, believe that
Emwazi started to radicalize after a planned safari
in Tanzania following his graduation from the
University of Westminster.

In fact, these Washington Post reporters did
not ‘discover’ the identity of ‘Jihadi John’—
they were told his identity, given a name by
an anonymous source. They will not reveal

10. ‘CAGE is an independent advocacy organisation
working to empower communities impacted by the
War on Terror. The organisation highlights and
campaigns against state policies, striving for a world
free from oppression and injustice.’
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the source, nor have they defended not nam-
ing the source. Without knowing the source
of this information it is difficult to assess the
veracity of the claim.

As chance would have it the BBC also
claimed to have discovered the identity of Ji-
hadi John at the same time as the Washing-
ton Post. It made the announcement on Twit-
ter. By ‘discovered’ it means someone told
hem his identity.

Washington Post reporter Adam Goldman
complained: ‘I love the BBC but they don’t
have much of the story: Souad Mekhennet
[his colleague on the Washington Post] and I
own this.’

Adam Goldman and Souad Mekhennet
strongly deny leaking it to the BBC. It would
seem that the leak was provided to both The
Washington Post and the BBC at roughly the
same time. Any confusion over ‘ownership’
was due to their being in different time
zones. This does not happen with real inves-
tigative journalism.

Regardless, how much confidence can we
have in the ‘confirmation’ of the identity of a
man who keeps his face hidden by ‘friends’
[with the exception of Asim Qureshi who we
consider shortly] who refuse to reveal their
own identity? 

Why would ‘friends’ want to confirm the
identity of a character who hates the United
States so much that he beheads its citizens
with his bare hands to—of all things—Amer-
ica’s Washington Post? What sort of friends
are these? 

Alternatively, if these friends are as close to
‘Mohammed Emwazi’ as they claim to be
isn’t it possible that they will identify the
wrong person just to send The Washington
Post off on the wrong trail?

The problem with these ‘confirmations’ of
identity is that unless we know where they
came from we cannot evaluate their veracity.
How do we know the sources are not made
up? News media in the United States have
poor reputation regarding unnamed sources.
The Washington Post—‘a virtual CIA house
organ’—is especially suspect. Confidence in
the trustworthiness of The Washington Post

on this matter is not helped by learning that
the lead journalist on this ‘discovery’—
Adam Goldman—immigrated to Israel in
1995 and returned to the US in 1998. In a re-
gion where suspicion that Israel and the Unit-
ed States are behind Islamic State this
matters.

The use of anonymous sources in journalism
is sometimes called for——but only in ex-
ceptional circumstances. When it comes to
the identification of ‘Jihadi John’, however,
anonymity of sources is the rule, not the
exception.
(a) Emwazi, Qureshi and CAGE
One such exception to this rule is Asim
Qureshi of CAGE. Let’s recall what the
Washington Post had to say about Qureshi:
A representative of a British human rights group
who had been in contact with Emwazi before he
left for Syria also said he believed Emwazi was Ji-
hadi John, a moniker given to him by some of the
hostages he once held.

“There was an extremely strong resemblance,”
Asim Qureshi, research director at the rights
group, CAGE, said when shown one of the
videos and asked to confirm whether Emwazi
could be “Jihadi John.”

“This is making me feel fairly certain that this is
the same person,” Qureshi added.’

On the CAGE web site the recollection is
more circumspect. Keep in mind that Qureshi
is the only named person to identify Jihadi
John as Mohammed Emwazi: 
‘A Washington Post correspondent contacted
CAGE regarding a story she was working on.
CAGE Research Director, Asim Qureshi met with
the journalist, where she inquired about the name
Mohammed Emwazi. Qureshi went away with
that information and checked CAGE’s files, re-
vealing that Emwazi was a case that he had
worked on due to security service harassment.
The following day, the journalist revealed to
Qureshi that she knew from her own sources,
that the man known as Jihadi John was Mo-
hammed Emwazi. The journalist showed Qureshi
a video of Jihadi John in order to identify him.
Qureshi clarified that while there were some strik-
ing similarities, that due to the hood, there was
no way he could be 100% certain.’

If someone tells us that Jihadi John is Mo-
hammed Emwazi then we’re quite likely to
see a resemblance. This is why the police
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don’t do this in identification parades. This
somewhat qualifies the headline grabbing
claim of the Washington Post.

On the same day the Washington Post and
the BBC broke the story, Thursday, 26 Febru-
ary, 2015, CAGE held a press conference on
the revelation that ‘Jihadi John’ is ‘Mo-
hammed Emwazi’ (‘Accountability key to
understanding Emwazi's journey’). 

Alongside Qureshi (on the left in this image)
was former control order detainee Cerie
Bullivant (on the right) and John Rees acting
as chair. John Rees is a bona fide left-wing
intellectual and activist, formerly active with
the Socialist Workers Party and now with
Counterfire, the Stop the War Coalition and
the People’s Assembly Against Austerity. 

Remarkably, the press conference was broad-
cast live on Sky News and the BBC. The
video can be found here: https:/
/www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2bIXCenmt8. 

Qureshi speaks from the beginning until
around the 18 minute mark. 

Qureshi comes across as knowledgable, sin-
cere and passionate, with a hint of naiveté,
when talking about Emwazi and the harass-
ment of young Muslims by the authorities.
He is all smiling congeniality; relaxed before
the hoard of journalists and their cameras,
with whom he seems to be on good terms.
Cerie Bullivant also spoke well about his
own experience of harassment by the ‘author-
ities’. These seem sincere, committed people
energized by a sense of injustice on behalf of
others. If any or all of them are deceiving us
they’re good at it. And yet there are equally
convincing precedents. 

This said my attention was drawn to the fol-
lowing curiosities:

1. Qureshi last saw Emwazi in January
2012. After then ‘I know nothing about
him … until the journalist from The
Washington Post approached me’.

2. He claims to have seen only one ‘behead-
ing’ video, presumably that shown to him
by Souad Mekhennet of the Washington
Post. 

3. He suggests that The Washington Post
journalist quoted him out of context
(‘The Washington Post recorded my
comments incorrectly’) and he made
clear that he could not be certain that ‘Ji-
hadi John’ is ‘Mohammed Emwazi’. 

4. Qureshi said he saw ‘strong similarities’
between the man in a beheading video
and Emwazi. Contrary to the certainty of
the Washington Post, he added ‘I can’t
be 100 percent certain.’ ‘The guy’s got a
hood on his head. It’s very, very
difficult.’

5. Fair enough, but what was it about Jihadi
John’s appearance that makes him think it
may be Mohammed Emwazi? What were
those ‘striking similarities’? Are they of a
similar height and build? Did they com-
port themselves in a similar way? Is
Emwazi left-handed?, as Jihadi John is
said to be.

6. Hood or no hood, what of the sound of
‘Jihadi John’s’ remarkably distinctive
voice? In those videos he speaks with
mocking political intelligence and author-
ity. That’s not a voice you’d forget in a
hurry. He is asked about the voice: ‘It’s
very much … like .. north-west London
… he did speak a little bit like that but…
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it’s difficult .. they have changed the
voice a little bit haven’t they … I can’t
say for certain’. 

7. At the very beginning of the press confer-
ence, Qureshi gives Emwazi an unsolicit-
ed and glowing character reference. Mo-
hammed Emwazi was ‘extremely kind,
extremely gentle, extremely soft-spoken,
was the most humble young person that I
knew.’ 'The man I knew would never hurt
a single person’ he adds towards the end
of the press conference. Almost breaking
down in tears, Qureshi tells the assem-
bled that ‘He was such a beautiful man’
(captured on video by Sky News here.) 

8. While Qureshi is equivocal about a voice
he has recently heard (Jihadi John’s on
the video-tape) he is clear about a voice
he has not heard since January 2012.
Emwazi was ‘soft-spoken’. A face can be
changed but a voice cannot. One wonders
how the humble, soft-spoken Emwazi be-
came the mocking and menacing voice of
Jihadi John. Wouldn’t he notice that
transformation?

9. He was asked ‘you must have seen
photos of Jihadi John .. why didn't you
identify him then?’ He regards this as a
‘silly question’. ‘You only think about
that when someone mentions the name
and then you see a resemblance’. If some-
one suggests a name for a figure in a
video then you’re more likely to see a re-
semblance. Of course, The Washington
Post reporter did exactly that. 

10. He has been in contact with Emwazi’s
parents: ’When I asked them … do you
think that this is the same person? They
were in utter, utter shock .. ‘ He says he
talked to the parents who were in disbe-
lief, ‘how can it be?’ He mentions that the
release of email correspondence with
Emwazi was approved by his parents.
‘we received consent from the family to
do so.’ Keep this in mind when we exam-
ine his parents below. No one else has
been able to communicate with them.

11. ‘Is he [Jihadi John] to blame for the
deaths of those hostages? ….’ ‘I don’t
know …’ He goes on to say that he

‘doesn’t know how those videos were
produced …. there were a lot of cut-
aways…’ ‘I’ve only ever seen one video
..’ ‘And in that I didn’t see him cut his
throat’. ‘It’s not the sort of thing I enjoy
watching to be honest’. At this point he
repeats that he’s ‘not certain’ that Mo-
hammed Emwazi is Jihadi John.

12. He is asked if he believes that Emwazi
should be put on trial, to face justice. He
returns the conversation to the harass-
ment of Emwazi by MI5 and insists that
they must share some responsibility. He
does not mention the responsibility of Is-
lamic State. 

13. If it was him in the videos then he must
have done it because the harassment of
MI5 had ‘radicalized’ him, made him do
it. In this way, he seemed to defend the
indefensible with a ridiculous argument.
No amount of ‘radicalization’ can turn a
humble young man into a cold blooded
be-header. Quereshi’s response caused a
furore in news media. He might be ill-in-
formed about Islamic State, or he may be
naive. 

14. Qureshi hasn’t a clue about the signifi-
cance of his ‘outing’ of Emwazi. While
he may equivocate at this press confer-
ence other people are clear that he has
identified him. The Daily Mail had no
doubts: ‘Asim Qureshi helped name his
friend Mohammed Emwazi as Jihadi
John.’ A confidant to ‘Mohammed
Emwazi’ who betrayed that confidence
by identifying him and releasing email
correspondence and a taped interview. 

15. Asim Qureshi does not fear for his safe-
ty? If Mohammed Emwazi really is the
man-in-black, Qureshi can surely expect
some sort of visitation from Islamic State.
If he’s wrong (“I can’t be 100 percent
certain.”) then he’s condemned an inno-
cent man to a premature death.

16. He doesn’t care for the credibility of
CAGE?, ‘an independent advocacy
organisation working to empower com-
munities impacted by the War on Terror.’
If he can betray ‘Mohammed Emwazi,’
who else may he betray to the authori-
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ties? Who among those at the wrong end
of the war-on-terror can trust him and
CAGE now?

17. At the press conference, Asim Qureshi
seems untroubled by these questions, for
while his talk is serious in content his
speech is congenial and jovial, inter-
spersed with smiles and laughter. This is
odd behaviour for a man who has just re-
vealed the identity of the public face of
the most feared and loathed outfit on the
planet.

At this point, let us note that the one named

person to ‘recognize’ Emwazi from a video
of Jihadi John, after he’s been told it’s him,
isn’t at all sure. 

As for the authorities, British anti-terror offi-
cials wouldn’t confirm the man’s identity, cit-
ing a ‘live counterterrorism investigation.’
National Security Council spokeswoman
Bernadette Meehan said the U.S. couldn’t
confirm or deny the identity, either. The only
people who are convinced that Jihadi John is
Mohammed Emwazi are corporate and state
news sources and those who are persuaded
by them.
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4. Mohammed Emwazi: the
backstory

What convinces us that Mohammed Emwazi
is a real rather than a fictional person? After
all, Jihadi John’s identity is hidden by his
clothing and he appears in digitally manipu-
lated videos which most of us have never
seen. If they seek to deceive us how do we
know that ‘Jihadi John’ himself is not a
deception?

His backstory convinces us that he is a real
person. Or tries to. A backstory is a literary
device that aims to lend depth or believability
to the main story and its protagonists. Novel-
ists and playwrights know all about backsto-
ry. Exponents of military deception know
about backstory too, and how to create one.

We all narrate our lives.11 We tell stories
about where we have been and what we have
done. However, Emwazi’s backstory does not
come from him for he is nowhere to be seen
or heard. In his absence a backstory is creat-
ed for him. By whom?

The ingredients of the Mohammed Emwazi
story are snippets of information ostensibly
from anonymous school-friends, neighbours,
teachers and accomplices-in-terror that fall
into the hands of credulous journalists. ‘It has
emerged that’. ‘Sources say.’

Let’s see what they say. Unless otherwise
stated, all sources are anonymous. 

(a) Primary school

11. Jerome Bruner, ‘The Narrative Construction of
Reality’. Critical Inquiry. 18 (Autumn 1991)

Here is a picture of young Emwazi at ‘the St
Mary Magdalene Church of England primary
school in west London’. ‘Seen for the first
time without his notorious black mask, he is
a picture of innocence.’ The Daily Mail tells
us he is six years old in this photo (although
he looks older than that to me). Here he is in
close-up.

Not a lot wrong with him there.

Here’s one of him when he was ten. It’s from
a year-book. It’s a handy list of his favourite
things. 

Let us note for later reference that his nick-
name is ‘Mo’.

The Daily Mail does not tell its readers how
these images were obtained, nor why they
weren’t given to the police. 
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One might expect that the copyright for the
class photo belongs to the St Mary Magda-
lene Church of England primary school, who
presumably took it. But the imprint on the
image says it belongs to KNS News ‘the
UK’s leading press agency for selling exclu-
sive news and pictures’. (www.sell-sto-
ry.co.uk) Its website says 
‘The legal copyright of any photograph is owned
by the person who took the picture.’ 

So where did this photograph come from?
Did someone sell it? Did The Daily Mail buy
it? Who assigned copyright to KNS News?
Any one serious about discovering the real
identity of ‘Jihadi John’ would ask these
questions, but no one does. Nor does anyone
contemplate the possibility that the photo is
fake. 

The Daily Mail apparently had more serious
matters to attend to. It tracked down and in-
terviewed some of young Mohammed’s for-
mer school chums. 
‘Former schoolmates were yesterday struggling
to believe that the quiet boy they knew had been
unmasked as the world’s most notorious
terrorist.’ 

Here’s one possible explanation of why he
went off the rails: ‘Jihadi John was 'never the
same' after suffering brain injury when he ran
head first into a goalpost, claims former
classmate’ (Daily Mail, 28 February, 2015).
A ‘former classmate has claimed’ that he suf-
fered a serious head injury. 
‘'This was Year 6 - we didn't see him for six
weeks. He was not the same ever since that brain
injury. I am telling you one million per cent. He
was not the same’.’ 

This is obviously an excellent witness. Not
many people could remember such detail
(‘We didn’t see him for six weeks’) 16 years
after the event. Well, perhaps this explains
everything. He’s not bad, he’s ill. Of course,
there will be a medical record of that ‘brain
injury’ somewhere.  
(b) Secondary school: Quintin 
Kyanston
‘After finishing at St Mary Magdalene in
1999, Emwazi moved to Quintin Kyanston
Community Academy [in St John’s Wood]
where he began wearing more traditional Is-

lam dress.’ A sure sign of terrorist intent if
ever there was one. 

‘He is believed to have studied alongside for-
mer X Factor judge and pop star Tulisa Con-
tostavlos.’ But what does she believe or re-
member? The Daily Mirror tells us X-Factor
star Tulisa "was in same school year as
British ISIS killer”) (February 26, 2015). She
must remember him then. If she does she’s
keeping quiet about it. Perhaps she rebuffed
his advances and that triggered his old brain
injury.

The school was ‘shocked and sickened’ that
their former pupil was involved in terrorism.
They were surprised too. Teachers said Mo-
hammed was ‘diligent, hard-working …
everything you would want a student to be’
and neighbours said he was ‘like any other
teenager’. ‘Neighbours recalled a polite, qui-
etly spoken boy’.

But—hold on—here is an eyewitness: 
“I remember first seeing a photo of Jihadi John
posing next to one of his victims.

"He had his face covered and all I could see were
his eyes.

“I instantly thought, ‘There’s something really fa-
miliar about those eyes.’ It sent a little shiver
down my spine.

“Mohammed has very distinctive, dark eyes that
are inset deep into his skull."

“Then I saw a story saying that he was the real Ji-
hadi John. I felt physically sick, I still do.

"I couldn’t believe someone I had been so close
to had turned so evil.”

Understandably, this 27-year-old man ‘asked
not to be named’. Am I alone in thinking it
odd that he says nothing about the very dis-
tinctive voice of this person he ‘had been so
close to’? Note that he ‘recognized Mo-
hammed Emwazi after he’d read that he was
the real Jihadi John. 

He goes on to ‘reveal’ that Emwazi ‘agreed
with Hitler's massacre of Jews and called
them 'f***king pigs’. This is from the Daily
Mirror: 
'The teacher told us the Nazis drew up plans to
get rid of all the Jews. 'I heard Mohammed mut-
ter "Good, they deserved it". I thought he was
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joking but later he told me that he hated all Jews
and blamed them for the plight of Muslims.’

Just awful. He does offer one interesting bit
of information though: 
‘He was actually quite small for his age but full of
bravado.’ 

Well he’s not small in those videos. He, or at
least someone, goes on:
A former friend said a gang of older teenagers
used to wait outside the school for Emwazi, then
14 and smaller and weaker than other boys his
age.

‘They would steal his lunch money and push him
around a bit,’ he said. 

‘He was very quiet and a bit scrawny back then
so we used to call him Little Mo.’ Source

Wouldn’t ‘Little Mo’ have spent his ‘lunch
money’ before the gang waiting outside the
school got to him?  

BBC’s Newsnight ‘managed to track down’ a
former teacher of Emwazi at Quintin
Kyanston. Below is a screenshot from the in-
terview. Her words are spoken by an actor.
She tells us that Emwazi had received anger
therapy during his first year to help him con-
trol his emotions. He had been involved in a
number of fights. She described him as a
"lovely, lovely boy" who had a "real willing-
ness to try and succeed". Newsnight adds,

‘The teacher also said MI5 had interviewed
his former teachers from the school.’

Another female teacher made an appearance
on Sky News. Mohammed Emwazi Was 'Vul-
nerable' At School, Says Ex Teacher. Here
she is with her back to the camera. Her words
are spoken by an actor.

She describes him as being ‘vulnerable’, with
‘low self-esteem’, although ‘he didn’t partic-
ularly stand out in any way’. Well, he stood
out enough for her to remember him ten
years after he left school. Although described
as an interview it actually it’s a prepared
statement read before this journalist.

Both teachers are nameless, faceless and
voiceless. 
Not Radicalised Here
Finally, we have a named source, someone
not afraid to show her face: his former Head
Teacher Ms Joanna Shuter. Here she is with
Prime Minister Blair. 

She was interviewed by the BBC and we can
see it here: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=SmscH9W-zRc   

The key points:

• He wasn’t ‘radicalized’ at her school.
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• ‘When I listen to the news and hear his name, it
makes the skin on the back of my neck stand
up, because it’s so far from what I knew of
him.’

• By the time Emwazi had reached the sixth
form he was a ‘hardworking aspirational
young man’. ‘He wasn’t a particularly so-
cial young man. He didn’t have a huge
group of friends.’

• He was ‘quiet’, ‘reasonably hard-working’,
she has no knowledge of him being in a
gang, he ‘had a good family’, ‘he was the
oldest so he took some responsibility’.  

Note that neither Ms Shuter nor the two
anonymous teachers are testifying that she
recognizes him in those Jihadi John videos.
They’re not saying that he is Jihadi John.
They’re just remembering an ex-pupil Mo-
hammed Emwazi.

Ms Shuter appears plausible and seems to re-
member him well. Very well. She is speaking
in early 2015 about a pupil she had not seen
since 2006 at the latest, one pupil in a school
of 1200 pupils.

Nevertheless here is a credible witness at last.
Head Teacher of the Year in 2008. Awarded
the CBE in 2010. On good terms with Prime
Minister Blair who visited her school. Well
regarded in the Jewish community. What a
shame she was banned from teaching for life
in 2014 having been found guilty of fiddling
her expenses. While anyone can make a mis-
take the optics are not good.
Emwazi in the Playground
Here is the young Emwazi in the Quintin
Kyanston playground. It is taken from a
video of him [http://bcove.me/c7r9xnco
Courtesy of Channel 4 News]. An imprint on
the video tells us it’s ‘May 2004’. He would
be 16. 

Our narrator is Darshna Soni reporting for
Channel 4 News on home affairs. We see
what appears to be a running track about
which mill a dozen or so youngsters engaged
in ‘hanging out’. No girls are to be seen. The
camera latches onto one geeky-looking youth
who looks the camera in the eye while cover-
ing his lower face with his arm. It is he. 

In the tone of a compassionate social worker,
Soni narrates:
‘Emwazi’. ‘Emwazi’ calls his friend. It’s lunch time
and in the upper playground the captains are
picking their team. ‘Emwazi’ This is the first foot-
age to have emerged of Mohammed Emwazi.
The teenager was a star player and always one of
the first picked’. 

‘But he was also painfully shy. He will try to hide
his face whenever he realized that the camera
was onto him. Years later he would hide his face
again…’

‘But friends have told Channel 4 News that he
was bullied and went through a difficult time.’

‘But at times he struggled to fit in. These scuffles
show one of the many scuffles he got into’. ‘He
would later receive anger management therapy.’
‘The young loner who always tried to hide his
face. Always trying to stay in the background’.

We are not told how Channel 4 News ob-
tained this video, nor why we are not told,
only that it ‘emerged’. (Most things about
Emwazi ‘emerge’.) Inadvertently she tells us
that the video is new (‘As this new video
shows ..’) How do we know that’s him? Be-
cause ‘He has been identified in the video by
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two different people who knew him at the
time’. These ‘two different people’, of
course, are not identified. 

His friend calls out ‘Emwazi’. His friends
don't call him by his first name? Well, I ex-
pect there are a lot of ‘Mohammeds’ at this
school and you don’t want them all turning
up. Then why not a nickname or some friend-
lier monicker? Recall from earlier evidence
that his nickname at this period of his life is
‘Little Mo’. So why is he not addressed as
such?

We do not see the ‘friend’ who calls out
‘Emwazi’. Nor do we see Emwazi acknowl-
edge the call. In fact, there is no speech in
this video apart from someone calling
‘Emwazi’. It is almost as if the call has been
inserted for our benefit. 

We do not see the person behind the camera.
It’s 2004 so the video camera would not be
unobtrusive. And yet no one else in the
playground reacts to the camera. 

Why would someone train a camera on the
young ‘painfully shy’ Emwazi, for that length
of time? Isn’t that odd behaviour? We know
better than to expect Channel 4 News to even
think of this question let alone answer it. It is
so thrilled just to be given the video. 

‘Ever since …. questions have been asked
about how he was radicalized’ speaks the un-
worldly Darshna Soni, Home Affairs Corre-
spondent for Channel 4 News. This video
was supposedly taken in May 2004. A little
over a year earlier, in March 2003, the Amer-
icans and the British armed forces invaded
Iraq and proceeded to destroy its people.
Might this ‘radicalize’ a young Muslim? 

To return to the video, young Emwazi brush-
es past two boys, neither of whom appear
troubled by this. This warrants ‘These scuf-
fles show one of the many scuffles he got
into’. 

We’re not told how she obtained the video
nor are we told who identified Mohammed
Emwazi in it. Nor are we given a reason why
we cannot know. It’s poor journalism, but it’s
excellent backstory making. We are shown
how he was then and how what he did
inevitably led to his dastardly present. 

‘He will try to hide his face whenever he realized
that the camera was onto him. Years later he
would hide his face again’. 

A loner who was bullied and received anger
management therapy … And that’s why he
started beheading people. This ridiculous nar-
rative began with CAGE at its press confer-
ence, ‘Accountability is key to understanding
Emwazi’s journey’ and it’s continued here.
He was bullied at school (there is no evi-
dence of this) and he claims he was bullied
by MI5 (there is no evidence of this either).
That’s why he turned out why he did. 

What these accounts have in common is a
passive Emwazi devoid of moral responsibil-
ity and volition. Real people aren’t like this.
But invented people are. 
His Unrequited Love
Did you know that young Emwazi had a
crush on his class mate Ahlam Ajjot (now
27)? Well he did, the Daily Mail tells us so.
Apparently it is reporting on a report in the
Sunday Mirror by Simon Wright and Dan
Warburton, but I can find no trace of that arti-
cle. A ‘former friend’ brings this intense
crush to our attention. 
'Everyone could see that he was making a fool of
himself and that he was borderline stalking her.
But he just didn't get it,' said the schoolmate.

‘Everyone’, it seems, but Ahlam Ajjot her-
self. She: 
has spoken of her horror that the world's most
wanted terrorist lusted after her when the pair
were just 16 and both attended Quintin Kynaston
school in St John's Wood. 'He never spoke to
girls unless he had to. He was awkward,' she told
Simon Wright and Dan Warburton at the Sunday
Mirror. 

The ‘former friend’ tells us ‘Emwazi had a
habit of putting his hand up to his mouth
when he spoke after being teased about his
bad breath’. Well perhaps that’s why he
covers his lower face with his arm in that
video. Not shyness. Bad breath. Could ex-
plain a lot.
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Just so we can see this ‘borderline stalking’
in action, some sleuth managed to get hold of
a class photograph (above). Is there anything
about this photograph that seems unusual to
you? As chance would have it, he is standing
directly behind her. As stalkers do I suppose.
There he is ramrod straight and stiff, his face
the very picture of distrust and suspicion—
but not shyness, for he looks the camera in
the eye. Just as he does in the playground
video. Just as he does in every photograph
and video. Just so we can get a good look at
him. 

Ms Ajjot is relaxed and open-faced, as if
she’s posing for a holiday photo. As if it’s all
about her. She alone faces the camera square-
on. The others face straight ahead as is usual
in school photos. To her great credit, unlike
most of these timid sources, Ahlam is not
afraid to make her face and her name known.
And yet try tracing her.
Emwazi the Bad Muslim
‘Another former friend, who wished to re-
main anonymous’ exposes how the ‘killer’
‘took part in rowdy vodka drinking sessions
and smoked cannabis despite being Muslim’.
‘'He smoked drugs, drank and was violent to-
wards other boys,' she told The Sun.’ As if
they would care.
‘The female friend, who met Emwazi in 2001
when they were both 12, said he proved himself
as a 'capable brawler’. 'I saw him get into a fight
in the sports hall. It was over a game of pushing
and shoving,' she said. 'He was suspended from
school for two days because of that fight, but he
didn't seem to care—he was very rebellious.’
Once they joined the same gang at the age of 13,
he would skip classes and smoke cannabis out-
side a convenience shop.’

So he’s a hypocrite as well as a ‘capable
brawler.’ That fight in the sports hall must
have been memorable for her to recall it in
such detail 11 years after the event. And yet
the 16 year old in the playground video
seems scared of his own shadow. A gang
member at 13? Of which gang—the Shy and
Retiring Outfit? (SRO). No, this one:
‘Emwazi was a member of a secret Osama Bin
Laden sleeper cell based in Britain called The
London Boys, which planned to carry out atrocit-
ies in the West’ (Daily Mail 28 Feb)

It’s not clear from this whether the Daily
Mail means the global West or the West End
of London. But anyway it’s getting ‘Osama
bin Laden’ into the paragraph that matters. 
(c) University of Westminster
Now we’re getting somewhere. This is more
like it. Here’s the ‘first picture of Jihadi John
as an adult before he flew to Syria to become
ISIS executioner.’ 

We know this because apparently this image
is attached to Emwazi’s academic record of
his attendance (2006-2009) at the University
of Westminster which someone ‘leaked’ to
Sky News, the evening of February 26, 2015,
and this image was attached to it. Or so we
were told. Within hours this revelation was
all over the news and it was accepted without
question by all and sundry. 

This is typical: 
Revealed, the face of the world's most reviled
killer: First picture of Jihadi John as an adult be-
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fore he flew to Syria to become ISIS executioner.
[Daily Mail. 16:24 GMT, 27 February 2015.]

A spokesman for the university said: 
‘We are investigating how this information has
been obtained. We have no further comments at
the moment.’ 

Nor since, as far as I can tell. A spokesperson
from the University of Westminster added: 
“The University of Westminster has not made the
picture of Mohammed Emwazi available to the
media. It has not consented to its publication and
should not be credited as the copyright owner.”

That’s a Pittsburgh Pirates baseball cap he’s
wearing. It’s a rather odd choice of head-gear
for a nascent jihadist, don’t you think? It’s a
‘brand’, moreover it’s an American brand
and between 2006 and 2009, at the height of
the American occupation of Iraq, there was
palpable anger towards all things American
in the UK. At the very least, walking down
the street wearing this thing on his head
would be a ‘talking point’. It would be a
‘character-building’ experience. Perhaps he
wore it ‘ironically’. 

The ‘P’ stands for Pittsburgh, pride and pas-
sion. Could be he just wanted the pride and
the passion. The Pittsburgh Pirates say it’s
“absolutely sickening” to see a photo of the
Islamic State militant known as “Jihadi John”
wearing a Pirates hat. And yet isn’t Islamic
State just a brand of land pirates? Maybe
that’s the point he’s trying to make.

Note that this is the only image of the adult
Mohammed Emwazi to ‘emerge’. And it’s a
mug-shot, a formal pose. Does this image of
the ‘adult’ Emwazi resemble the shy 16-year
old posing near to his unrequited love? Does
it look anything like the masked ‘Jihadi
John’?

Note also that no one from the University of
Westminster has come forward to comment
on him and the three years he spent there. No
former teacher. No fellow student. No ‘love-
interest’. Well, there is just one. 
Not Radicalized Here
https://youtu.be/Y2fC_1AkaZs
‘For the first time someone who knew Emwazi
during his three years at university has come for-
ward. The man who doesn’t want to be identified

says he’s still in shock that the quiet man he
knew at the University of Westminster has
become the notorious ISIS executioner and
propagandist.’ 

These are the words of Assed Baig who is a
freelance journalist. He conducts this inter-
view on behalf of Channel 4 News—whose
good fortune it was to be the recipient of the
video of the shy and retiring Emwazi in his
school playground. 

The camera is over the shoulder of the
shocked young man (below). The light is
poor, we can make out only that he has a
beard. He sounds as if he’s in his mid- to
late-20s. He speaks thus:
“He was a very soft, well-spoken person. I’m
gob-smacked to tell you the truth. I can’t believe
it’s him.” 

“I want say very clearly that he was not radical-
ized at university.’ 

He knows this because he was active in the
Islamic Society and knows that Emwazi was
not interested in student politics. Someone
should tell him that there are other kinds of
politics. 

Rather than wondering if they’ve got the
wrong man, i.e., that Emwazi may not have
been ‘radicalized’ at all, Assad Baig asks,
Could Emwazi have been radicalized after he
arrived in Syria? (But why would he go to
Syria if he wasn’t first radicalized?) To help
answer this question he interviews Shiraz
Maher from The International Centre for
the Study of Radicalisation and Political Vi-
olence. He tells us that he could well have
been ‘radicalized’ there. So there we are.
That’s what must have happened. 
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Assad Baig wraps things up thus
‘But the man responsible for the murder of six
Western hostages still hasn’t responded to his
unmasking. Until he does we may never know
how he went from the quiet young boy in west
London to executioner of the Islamic State’.

One wonders what kind of ‘response’ Assad
Baig has in mind. A letter to the editor of The
Times? A video conference with Newsnight’s
Kirsty Wark? What would be the point? The
entire world, it seems, has concluded that

he’s Jihadi John on the basis of some pretty
dubious evidence. Emwazi is guilty and
that’s all there is to it. If he wasn’t ‘radical-
ized’ at the University of Westminster he
must have been radicalized somewhere else. 

But all is not lost. We do learn one thing from
this short video by Assad Baig: of all the peo-
ple capable of shedding light on this matter
he chooses Shiraz Maher from the Interna-
tional Centre for the Study of Radicaliza-
tion. Both are regarded with deep suspicion
in some quarters—the organization for con-
cerns about its impartiality and sources of
funding; its employee for his distinctly partial
views on the State of Israel (see David
Cronin, London “terrorism experts” have
strong links to Israeli establishment. Thu,
09/19/2013). Binding them together is ‘radi-
calization’ itself (which we examine later). 
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(d) Mohammed Emwazi’s Family
Yes, apparently Mohammed Emwazi did not
emerge out of someone’s pen; he has a moth-
er and father and siblings. Let’s put this to the
test.

The Daily Mail was onto this like a dog after
a rabbit. Before we started wondering if they
were making it all up, they reassured us: ‘His
family are not being named to protect their
privacy.’ This attack of professional ethics
lasted no more than a couple of days. 
The father: Jaseem Emwazi

What’s his father got to say for himself? He
certainly looks a ruffian in this mug-shot.
That moustache looks suspiciously dark. Is
that a leer? I think it might be. Incidentally,
where did this image come from? How do we
know it’s him? Because the newspapers
wouldn’t use it otherwise. That’s how.

Well, let’s not worry about all that for now.
This is what nameless sources tell us about
this swarthy, shifty desperado. 

• His name is Jasem Emwazi, 51 (b. 1964).

• He is from southern Iraq. 

• At some point he moved to Kuwait. 

• There he was categorized as ‘Bidoun’ (or
Bidoon), an Arabic word meaning ‘with-
out’; as such he would not have been eligi-
ble for citizenship. 

• During or after the Iraq invasion of Kuwait
in August 1990 he was accused of collabo-
rating with Iraq forces (‘it was claimed
yesterday’). 

• In consequence he and his family fled
Kuwait for the United Kingdom in 1993

where he resided until his recent return to
Kuwait. 

• He is ‘said by a family friend’ to be a for-
mer Kuwait police officer. 

To assess this developing narrative we need
to know that no matter how long he or she-
may have resided in Kuwait, the state does
not recognise the bidoon as legally residing
there. They are illegal residents. As such, in
almost all circumstances, they are not issued
travel documents and are not permitted to
leave. This condition was and is enforced
strictly. A six-year old child died of cancer
because she/he was not permitted to leave for
treatment in Saudi Arabia. 

The Kuwait state regards most bidoon as for-
eign nationals of neighbouring countries who
hide their true nationalities and reside in
Kuwait because it is in their interests to do
so. For this reason it refuses to give them
rights of citizenship. Jasem Emwazi, born in
Iraq, seems to have fallen into this category. 

Emwazi Senior would not have had a Kuwait
passport nor any other documents certifying
his identity. Even if his wife was Kuwaiti her
nationality would not pass to Mohammed,
who would have been 4 years old in 1993. So
he would have been bidoon too. 

With no passport and accused of being an
Iraq collaborator one wonders how Jasem
Emwazi, his wife and 4 year old Mohammed
were permitted to leave Kuwait. Other col-
laborators were treated harshly and impris-
oned. Equally, one wonders why the United
Kingdom felt obliged to accept them. 

The Home Office has its wits together when
it comes to bidoon seeking entry into the
UK.12 Some pretend to be bidoon when
they’re not. Some fake documents. Is the
claimant at risk of persecution in Kuwait? Is
the claimant truly stateless? Since Emwazi,
according to reports, is from Iraq the answer
to this question is No. It’s difficult to see how
the Emwazis were granted asylum in 1993.
No doubt the Home Office, who surely have

12. See Country Information and Guidance Kuwaiti
Bidoon, Home Office, 3 February, 2014.
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a fat file on the Emwazis, will assist in clear-
ing up this matter. 

[If I were to invent a character then I might
very well choose a bidoon. They have no
documented existence you see and that al-
lows the inventor much discretion in charac-
ter development. The only drawback is if
someone comes along and investigates the
matter—I mean as if it were real. Then there
is a real danger that the character’s backstory
loses all plausibility and belief in the charac-
ter collapses.]

So far, so straightforward. But then Jasem’s
narrative fragments.

According to some, Jasem and his family
lived in England from 1993 until news of his
son’s unmasking as Jihad John broke. He
then took indefinite leave of absence from his
job at a supermarket and hightailed it back to
Kuwait. Kuwaiti officials told the BBC that
‘the family’ has been taken to a safe house.

Such generosity of spirit towards the father
of the loathsome ‘Jihadi John’ warms the
heart. And yet one wonders how a bidoon,
i.e., a non-citizen of Kuwait, can simply
waltz through ‘security’ as if he had a right to
be there. Moreover, from what are they
making him ‘safe’ and why? 

Is this a good place for Jihadi John’s dad to
be right now? Kuwait may no longer be oc-
cupied by Iraq but it is certainly occupied by
the United States. They’ve been there since
‘withdrawing’ from Iraq in 2011. (Kuwait, of
course, is really part of Iraq so they haven’t
withdrawn at all). In fact, 4,000 extra troops,
M1 tanks and Bradley fighting vehicles have
been sent from Fort Carson in readiness for
war with ‘Islamic State’, or so the cover story
goes. Kuwait is less an independent country
and more an American military base. 

So why would father Emwazi seek refuge in
this place? He is not concerned that the US
might take him hostage and use him to get at
his son? Apparently not. He must know
something that we do not know. 

The NBC News (March 3) tells a different
story about Emwazi Senior. Jasem is or was a
manager at a grocery storage depot in
Kuwait, the General Organization for Agri-

culture and Fishery Affairs, where he worked
every other day. 
‘Jasim Emwazi earns about $1,000 a month at
the agricultural depot and lives in Jahra, which is
about 23 miles away from Kuwait City, his col-
league said.’ [Source] 

This information is so specific you’d think it
must be correct. Let’s hope so because this
very same ‘colleague’ called ‘Grocer’ Jasim
on the phone. 
Crying ‘He told me “See the news!”’ In this same
conversation, ’Jasim told him ""May God take
[his son] and take revenge on him as he did to
us," ‘the co-worker told NBC News.’’ 

The Press Conference at the 
Lawyer’s Office
Within short order, the father changed his
mind about his son’s guilt and tells us so at a
press conference, or rather his lawyer did, or
rather his lawyer’s translator did. Here is the
lawyer, the resplendent Mr Al-Hashah, in his
office in the upmarket Salmiya district of
Kuwait. Emwazi Senior may have a delin-
quent son but at least he’s not short of a bob
or two. 

The event is recorded for posterity here:
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ds-
fUfXY1viI). 

Note that the background music in this video
is identical to the ABC News video (which
we examine later.) which identifies his other
son, the wayward Omar Emwazi. I expect
that’s just a coincidence.
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Here’s a screen shot of Jihadi John’s dad (be-
low.) He looks better in video than in that
mug-shot, although not much better. 

Having called this press conference the father
refuses to say anything. Like a king before
his court, he dismisses them with ‘No ques-
tions. No questions’. 

His lawyer does not speak English so an in-
terpreter translates his Arabic into English for
the attendant Grub Street scribes and news-
hacks. ITV News record it thus:
‘Lawyers for Mohammed Emwazi's father have
told ITV News there is no evidence that his son is
Islamic State killer 'Jihadi John’. ‘"There's no
evidence this is his son. His face is covered,"
they told ITV News, referring to the videos featur-
ing the masked killer.’ Emwazi's father: No evid-
ence my son is 'Jihadi John’ 

(ITV News March 3, 2015 Geraint Vincent
with lawyers for Jassem Emwazi.’)

Never mind his covered face, what about that
voice? No one thinks to ask. 

This press conference strikes me as a trifle
odd. Why is Mr. Emwazi Senior in atten-
dance if he’s not going to say anything? If
he’s lived in England he must be able to
speak at least some English, so that can’t be 

the problem. And as we shall see his phone
has an English recorded message. If NBC is
right about him living in Kuwait then he
should still be able to speak some English.
Even Kuwaiti kids in the street speak

English. 

Also why is he employing one of the few
Kuwaiti lawyers who cannot speak English?
Isn’t a non-English speaking lawyer going to
be a bit of a handicap given that so much of
the evidence against his son is in English? 

If he’s not going to talk and his lawyer can’t
speak English, what’s the point of holding a
press conference before English speaking
journalists? Unless, of course, he is there to
be seen, not heard. 
‘A Kuwaiti journalist present at a meeting in his
lawyer's office said Mr Emwazi looked 'very
scared' and was shaking.’ 

Well he doesn’t look ‘very scared’ to me, he
just looked shifty. Although I’d be a little
nervous if my son had decapitated a couple
of Americans and their chums and I’d walked
straight into a de facto American military
base. Nervousness is normal. 

Perhaps he knows a little Shakespeare and
it’s not nervousness, but guilt:

The sins of the father are to be laid upon the
children. The Merchant of Venice (3.5.1)

Geraint Vincent for ITV News offers his as-
sessment, ‘he had the look of a man whose
son is one of the world’s most wanted men’.
Presumably one had to actually be there to
pick this up, because, to my skeptical eyes,
he looks like the proverbial second-hand car
dealer trying to avoid a customer he’s
cheated.

His lawyer tells us more: 
'Jasem Emwazi is under stress. Many people are
calling him names. He can't leave his home and
can't walk outside. He is scared of people be-
cause everyone believes all the rumours that
have been written about him.' 

Rumours written about him? His son is a
mass-murderer and he’s upset by what people
are saying about him? He’s supposed to be in
a safe-house anyway. He might have been
better off taking his chances with the tabloids
in London. 

The lawerly Mr Al-Hashah, through the
translator, did manage to sort out one or two
things:
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• Mr Emwazi Senior (Jihadi John’s dad) is in
Kuwait temporarily to visit his mother and
his eldest daughter, Asma (25). 

• He arrived November 30, 2014. before the
unmasking of his son. [So forget the NBC
News story about him being a manager at a
grocery store in Kuwait, working every
other days and bringing home $1,000 dol-
lars a month.]

• His wife Ghaneya, 47, and other children
are in Britain. Oh, so Jihadi John is in
Britain! ITN News seem to have missed
that. Hiding in plain sight and so on. 

• The lawyer insisted that Mr Emwazi Snr.
does not have a job in Kuwait. This was
news to the MailOnline who, just the day
before, ‘spoke to three colleagues who said
he is employed as the manager of a co-
operative farm supplies depot near the Iraqi
border’. Or said they did.

• Finally, and presumably this was why Mr.
Emwazi Senior’s visited a lawyer, he now
intends to sue media outlets and social me-
dia users who have damaged his family's
reputation, his lawyer said. 

• The lawsuits for slander, against unspeci-
fied parties, were filed Sunday March 8.
Good for him. That’s the spirit. Don’t let
these tabloids get away with anything. 

Before we could say ‘subpoena’, i.e., the
very next day, Mr. al-Hashah thought better
of it and announced, at a news conference
lasting just a few minutes, that he was with-
drawing from the case. ‘I have decided to
withdraw from the case for personal reasons.’
He provided no further details and refused to
answer questions.

The British press missed this scoop. Arutz
Sheva (Israel national news), The Times of
Israel and Agence France-Presse (AFP) did
not miss it however. They do not say if Mr
al-Hashah spoke English at this brief news
conference, nor why he felt obliged to make
an embarrassing public announcement about
a private matter. 
In the Field with the BBC’s Mark 
Lowen
While Geraint Vincent of ITN News had no
trouble locating Emwazi senior and even ma-

naged to attend a press conference in his
lawyer’s office, spare a thought for the
BBC’s Mark Lowen, ‘under cover’ and ‘On
the trail in Kuwait’ at the very same time. 

In Kuwait: Information scarce, leads go cold
Mark Lowen, (BBC March 2, 2015) 

In the lead in to this piece he regurgitates the
received wisdom on Emwazi, all of which is
unsourced and unverified. Since every other
journalist does this, why shouldn’t he?

Mark Lowen first tries looking for Jihadi
John’s parents. He is told (by whom?) where
they live but finds ‘no sign’. Being an inves-
tigative journalist he tries the phone. ‘We
tried repeatedly to call Jaseem Emwazi but
our attempts went unanswered …’ ‘Repeat-
edly’ mind.

(We hear a recorded message in English, so
he does understand English after all.) 

He tries somewhere else ‘where we were told
the Emwazi’s used to live’ but can find no
one who knew them. 
‘But others tell us that even if they knew they
wouldn’t say’. 

They try the computer company where he
‘used’ to work but ‘they had no record of
him’. (Note for later that this would be the
same company where Mohammed Emwazi
was their ‘best employee’. )
‘The Kuwaitis we met have been afraid to speak
out about one of their own.13 It made information
scarce and leads go cold’. 

Yes, that everyone is afraid to talk is one pos-
sible explanation, but that he never lived
there, that he may not even exist and the
BBC have sent him on a wild goose chase are
other explanations which any journalist
should take seriously. If Mr. Lowen watched
ITV News the very next day he’d see his
quarry, or someone masquerading as such.
‘Jihadi John’s’ mother, Ghania/
Ghaneya Emwazi
All we know about Jihadi John’s mum is her
name, Ghania or Ghaneya. Well, that and that

13. Memo to Mark Lowen: he’s not ‘one of their
own’—he’s bidoon. That’s the point.
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she recognized Mohammed’s voice in the
James Foley decapitation video. Did she not
cry out ‘That’s my son!’ when she heard him
speak. She certainly did. The Independent
and The Telegraph tell us so. That’s all the
evidence we need right there, surely.
The mother of Mohammed Emwazi realised sev-
en months ago that her son was the masked killer
known as Jihadi John, it was claimed tonight.
(Monday March 02, 2015). 

Ghania Emwazi recognized her son’s voice when
he appeared for the first time in front of the cam-
eras before the beheading of US journalist James
Foley, according to comments by Kuwaiti offi-
cials in the Daily Telegraph.

But hold on. This testimony comes not from
Mohammed’s mother. It comes from Mo-
hammed’s father. He was summoned for
questioning by the Kuwaiti police and told
them that his wife screamed: “That’s my
son!” when she heard him speak. Kuwaiti
‘officials’ then leaked this nugget of informa-
tion to any news source that would fall for it
(Daily Telegraph, Independent).
We are not told if Emwazi senior recognized
his son’s voice. It’s not a voice you’d forget
is it? In fact, no one from Jihadi John’s past
has identified his voice. Still his mother did
and mothers know best. And that’s what we
are supposed to remember.
Brother Omar

It transpires that Mohammed’s younger
brother is called Omar. The Telegraph tells
us so, and they should know—they’ve close
links with British ‘intelligence’. He’s a uni-
versity graduate with a keen interest in com-
puter networks. He’s also:

‘A small-time criminal with hardline and out-
spoken Islamist views. It emerged14 yesterday
that the 21-year-old from London follows a radic-
al Muslim cleric …’

… whose name is Khalid Yasin. I’m guessing
that he is one of those ‘hate preachers’ we
hear so much about. Omar, we are told, is a
member of the Woolwich Dawah group, who
‘once harboured the killers of Lee Rigby’. I
think this is all we need to know. Game, set
and match. 

I turn to The Telegraph’s Victoria Ward to
learn a little more about young Omar. She
‘discloses’ that we know about his admiration
for Khalid Yasin because he ‘liked’ him on
Facebook. Unfortunately we cannot confirm
this vital piece of evidence for ourselves be-
cause, apparently, Omar deleted his Face-
book account when his brother’s cover was
blown. ‘But the profile was seen by various
journalists’ Ms Ward reassures us. That’s al-
right then. With no evidence at all, she
continues:

• Emwazi attended Quintin Kynaston, the
same north west London school as his older
brother, and was known there as a member
of the ‘Muslim Mafia’ - a group of particu-
larly religious teenagers.

• He is an integral member of a network
called Power of Dawah, an evangelical Is-
lamic group that tries to convert people in
the street.

This Power of Dawah must have been impor-
tant because the intrepid American ABC
News sent a journalist and film crew all the
way to London to check-out Mr. Omar being
evangelical on the streets of London and
recorded what they saw for our viewing
pleasure (March 7). 

Entitled ‘Omar Emwazi: Power of Dawa’
[https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=rU3V10JMo9Q&spfreload=10] 

We click on the link and are met with this:

14. So many pieces of information about Mohammed
Emwazi and his family ‘emerge,’ as if out of nowhere.
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Just so there’s no confusion, underneath the
banner ‘Omar Emwazi’, there are thirteen
separate images of a pleasant looking young
man with a rather toothy, but endearing,
smile. He holds out the index finger of his
right hand. This represents the oneness of
God. No evidence is presented to support the
claim that this is Omar Emwazi. But there’s
the name and there are those images, so
there’s got to be a connection. 

Almost immediately ‘Is life just a game?’ is
spelt out on the screen before us. Since he’s
the brother of the evil Mohammed Emwazi
we can be forgiven for reading it ‘Life is just
a game’. And he’s winning. It is, in fact, a
quotation from the Koran (QUR'AN , 81:26).
The same words appear on a greenish card
held to the screen by a pair of disembodied
hands. Underneath appears ‘Omar Emwazi
London Juli 2014 Converts to Islam Street
Daway Power’. 

It is at this point that ABC News inserts itself
into this video (see the logo bottom right of
the screen). 

Action: The music stops. We see an under-
cover camera shot of the same young man.
We hear the American voice of a portentous
news anchor: 
‘Also under close scrutiny this morning, mem-
bers of Emwazi’s family still in London. We spot-
ted Emwazi’s younger brother Omar out on the
street’. 

We see a man and a woman in conversation
on a street corner (above). It is evening, dark
and we cannot see who they are. A shoulder
camera moves towards them and the man
turns away, as if to shield his identity. He is
wearing a light grey raincoat. He is a stocky,
older man and does not resemble the earlier
young man (‘Omar’) but anyone who watch-
es ABC News isn’t going to notice that. 
“Can we ask you just a couple of questions?” 

‘But he ran away when ABC News tried to ask
him about his brother ... the ISIS killer.’ 

Sure enough the said man breaks into a jog
and legs it down Bishops Bridge Road, near
Paddington. To be fair, what law-abiding cit-
izen would not run away from the thoroughly
discredited ABC News?

Cut. The ABC newsflash ends.

Why is it always the Americans who get to
identify the Emwazi’s? First it was The
Washington Post and Mohammed. Now it’s
ABC News and his brother Omar.

The next segment of the video is the ‘Power
of Dawah presents Our Shahadahs’. Roughly
translated this is a declaration of belief in the
oneness of God. “There is no God but Allah,
and Muhammad is his messenger.” Hence the
extended index finger of the right hand of the
participants.

We see the Power of Dawah people stopping
passers-by on the street, presumably to ‘con-
vert’ them. The images suggest that they have
been shot surreptitiously, as if by the ABC
News people, undercover, as if these ‘evan-
gelicals’ are doing something wrong. 

Interspersed among these street scenes are
still images of ‘Omar’. Thirteen in all. His
headgear, hair cut and facial hair is different
in each one, suggesting that they are taken at
different times and in different places. The
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camera lingers so we can get a good look at
him. In all of them he looks openly at the
camera, smiling and happy.
ABC News Hijacks Power of 
Dawah
Only after some investigation did I figure out
what is going on in this ABC News exposé of
Omar Emwazi. 

Whoever wants us to believe that this young
man is Omar Emwazi (presumably ABC
News) has hijacked and edited a genuine
video created by the Power of Dawah com-
munity, a bona fide association of Muslims
spreading the word of Allah openly and hon-
estly. They have their own Facebook page
[https://www.facebook.com/
PowerOfDawah?]. 

This hijacked video is called ’37 Converts to
Islam Street Dawah Power of Dawah’. In it
some members of the Power of Dawah com-
munity engage passersby in conversation
about Islam, in an open and good-humoured
manner. Doing nothing wrong they are
filmed quite openly, presumably by a
supporter. 

Certainly, ‘Omar’ is one of this band of
brothers, but he receives no special attention.
There is no speech, but a soundtrack of reli-
gious music. 

The ABC version edits this innocent video in
such a way as to make it appear that the street
scenes have been shot clandestinely. Images
are made darker and rougher. Some faces are
pixelated, as if to protect the innocent and to
highlight the guilty. It also inserted the still
images of ‘Omar’. The greenish ‘Is life just a
game?’ card which opens the ABC version is
found here at 3:07. The hands belong to a
woman. 

And of course the ABC News segment gives
the video a furtive hue. Music is added also.
Whenever Omar appears we hear the sort of
music wildlife programs reserve for sharks
approaching innocent bathers. 

This is about as much as we know about
Omar Emwazi. 

His Nameless 19-year Old Sister
His 19-year-old sister—‘whom the Mail is
not naming and whose face we are obscuring
to protect her privacy’—went to Quintin
Kynaston school, like her two brothers. She
was a prefect and studied cinematography at
A-Level. Her film, a ‘thriller’ depicting a
‘hooded serial killer’ was made as part of her
coursework and contained themes about bul-
lying. Uncanny. Prescient. Writing about her
studies online, the teenager said: 
‘It gives out a hidden message about ... how we
humans shouldn’t stereotype people and pick on
them because of what background they come
from or the colour of their skin nor what they be-
lieve in. Also...that revenge is NEVER the right
answer.’

Not a lot wrong with her then. 

Going to the same school as her big brother
Mohammed, his sister obviously saw him be-
ing bullied because he was Muslim and his
skin was brown and wove these themes into
her film. ‘That revenge is NEVER the right
answer’ can only be directed at Mohammed:
bullying, she is telling us, is no excuse for
chopping people’s heads off. Sounds reason-
able enough.

She ‘is now thought’ to be studying media
studies at Middlesex University. And doing a
very good job of keeping her head down.

If only Mohammed had studied warm cine-
matography instead of the cold, clinical com-
puter science all this grief could have been
avoided. 

But wait a minute. Quintin Kynaston was
80-90% Muslim and Muslims’ faces are usu-
ally various shades of brown. It’s not as if he
was at Westminster School being pushed
around by David Cameron types. He was also
a star football player. So why would he be
bullied? Wouldn’t you think one of those
British newspaper would track her down and
ask her?
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The Eldest Daughter Asma
25 year old Asma graduated from the Univer-
sity of Greenwich with a degree in architec-
ture in June 2010. She 
‘was forced to move from Britain back to Kuwait
against her will and made to wear an Islamic
headscarf.’ (March 2). 

‘She worked for HZ+P architects in the Gulf
State from February to September 2011, earning
£900 a month. The firm’s owner Hamed Zubaid,
49, recalled that she was a ‘troubled girl’ who
would burst into tears in the office. 

‘His daughter’s former boss revealed how he had
been aggressively confronted by Mr Emwazi [her
dad] after he was forced to sack her.’ 

A ‘troubled’ sister and an ‘aggressive’ father.
No wonder Mohammed turned out the way
he did. But at least we have a name and a
company for sister Asma. 
(e) The Emwazi’s Neighbours
Real people live in communities. They go to
school or to work. They do things. Things are
done to them. Their paths cross with others.
They are seen and known, if only by their
movements. There are six people in the
Emwazi family. That’s a lot of social interac-
tions. That’s a lot of tracks.

What do the neighbours of the Emwazi clan
have to say about them? There must be quite
a lot of them because the Emwazi’s are said
to have moved around quite a bit. 

From the time they arrived in the UK in 1993
until 2003 they lived in a council house in
Maida Vale. The Guardian (Thursday 26 Fe-
bruary 2015 19.28 GMT) quotes an unnamed
neighbour as remembering them as: 
‘a lovely family. My two [sons] used to play foot-
ball with them and in the summer the mum
would put food out for everyone’. Source

They must have been exceedingly ‘lovely’ to
be remembered so fondly 12 years after they
moved away, but football is a great bond. 
‘The next two years were spent in a small flat in a
bleak Westminster City council block just off Lis-
son Grove, where neighbours from Iran, Somalia
and the UK could not recall them.’ 

They then moved back to Maida Vale for a
short spell before settling in a council flat in
the Mozart estate in Queen’s Park. His last

known address. ‘Maida Vale’. ‘Mozart es-
tate’. ‘Queen’s Park’. Sounds pleasant
enough. But what about them?:
Elisa Moraise, who lives a couple of doors down,
said she had last seen a woman believed to be
Mohammed Emwazi’s mother last week. She
said the woman lived there with two sons and
two daughters. But there was no sign of Mo-
hammed Emwazi, whose father was reportedly a
taxi driver.

So Mohammed lived at home until recently
(‘two sons’). And his sister Asma must have
moved back from Kuwait (‘two sisters’). Six
people in a council flat. The Emwazis are ob-
viously a close family. 
“This is something scary,” said a woman who
lived above the Emwazis but knew nothing of
them. “It is a big shock.”

She live above them and yet ‘knew nothing
of them’! Isn’t that unusual?

Elisa Moraise (again) ‘told The Daily Tele-
graph that Emwazi by 2010 had become
`strange and unfriendly`. She added: ‘I saw
the family last week. The mother wears a
hijab.’

The mother wears a hijab. Another neighbour
said: 
“They are strange people – not like other people
around here. He would not say hello he was
unfriendly.”

Another neighbour told The London
Standard: 
“They are a Muslim family. They do not mix with
us or socialise, or talk to us. Ever since they
moved in a while ago they do not say anything to
us.”

According to The Standard ‘neighbours of
his address in Queen’s Park said he lived
with two sisters while his father ran a mini
cab firm.’
‘Tonight, neighbours on the estate where the
Emwazi family lived told of their shock that the
world's most wanted man had lived amongst
them.’ 

They described him as wearing western
clothes. He is said by those who knew him to
be polite and ‘had a penchant for wearing
stylish clothes while adhering to the tenets of
his Islamic faith.’
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Another neighbour said she was “gob
smacked” to hear that Mohammed had been
identified. [‘Mohammed Emwazi: Neigh-
bours of man named as Jihadi John says fam-
ily is 'strange and unfriendly’’ London
Evening Standard. 31 March 2005]

It’s all very interesting. Only one named
neighbour, Elisa Moraise. 

A central European lady tells us through a
partly opened front door: 
‘It’s a big, big shock … for me .. I’m neighbour in
this estate … it’s a big shock for us to have this
kind of thing, you know …

Someone identified as Natasha John, 25,
mother of five doesn’t know him either but
blames the government for harassment and
discrimination.

Another neighbour, who asked not to be
named, said: 'I don't know him but it is wor-
rying that someone like that could live so
close to home.'

Here is a more promising witness. Here is
someone capable of persuading us that the
Emwazis actually exist. The video appears
under a Daily Telegraph logo. This suggests
an impromptu interview conducted by an in-
trepid Telegraph reporter and his or her cam-
era operator, as this fellow goes about his
business, although we don’t actually hear the
questions to which this man answers. 

https://yohttps://youtu.be/
BvqA8VZBh4wutu.be/BvqA8VZBh4w

Given the sensitive nature of this matter, all
parties it seems prefer to keep their names to
themselves. Still this man’s face is well-lit.
And presumably the Telegraph reporter will
be able to identify him when it all goes to
court. The man-in-vehicle speaks thus:  
‘I’m shocked because this is my neighbour …
also I’m Iraqi, he’s Iraqi original, I know dad, I
know mom, also brother and sister, …. it’s a
shock for me … he thinks he’s done the job, he
think’s it’s Jihad … it’s not Jihad .. sorry …
maybe six months ago I’ve seen him … he’s
travelling … … ‘come with me’, he make a group,
that’s dangerous … single? it’s ok .. 

This is more like it. Never mind all this ‘they
were a lovely family’/`strange and unfriend-
ly` nonsense. This man clearly knows the
Emwazis. Listen. He identifies himself as a
neighbour and an Iraqi. So there’s a blood
connection. 

Only someone who knew them well would
say, ‘He’s Iraqi … original’. This, surely, is
an allusion to paterfamilias Emwazi’s fabled
birth in in Iraq. 

Only someone who knew them well would
know ‘he make group’. This is an allusion to
Mohammed Enwazi’s membership in a ter-
rorist ‘cell’ known only to those with access
to secret ‘court papers’—and this close
neighbour. 
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So we don’t confuse insider knowledge with
insider membership, he let’s us know that he
disapproves of all this beheading. Emwazi
Junior does not understand jihad. ‘He think’s
it’s Jihad … it’s not Jihad .. sorry’. 

Just a few observations: 

• He last saw Emwazi ‘maybe six months
ago’. Since he knows what Mohammed
Emwazi was up to why is he ‘shocked’?

• At first glance it looks as if the Telegraph
reporter has flagged down this man, asked
him if he knows the Emwazis and filmed
the encounter through an open window. But
that is not the case. This is a staged
interview. 

• Immediately behind the vehicle we see a
brick wall. In his rear passenger window
we can see the reflection of another brick
wall, lower and perhaps two to three feet
from the vehicle. This is no passing-by
neighbour. 

• This is a neighbour who has reversed his
vehicle into a tight space and moved across
to the passenger seat. This is a neighbour
who wants to be seen and heard. 

• He is not speaking through an open door
window. His car door is open. That’s how
he can gesticulate with his right hand. It
would be easier to have him stand up in the
street, but that would spoil the impression
of an impromptu interview. This is a neigh-
bour who has been rehearsed. 

There is one more piece of evidence: his
face, the expressions on it and what these tell
us about his inner state. Every other witness
wants to keep a low profile. Most will not re-
veal their name, let alone be photographed. A
female neighbour peers out at the camera
through a crack in the door. Given all the
news about the savage nature of Jihadi John
and his Islamic State, this is fair enough. But
this man shows no such reticence. He looks
the camera in the eye, unblinkingly, unafraid
of any consequences. 

Finally: ‘At the end of Emwazi's street is a
mosque but worshippers there said they did
not know him.’

‘Standing outside the North Westminster
Muslim Cultural Association, student Omar
Shafi, 18, said: 
'I've lived here all my life, I know everyone in the
community and I don't know Mohammed
Emwazi.’ 

'I've never seen him before, I've never heard of
him before, the man's a ghost. I go to this
mosque every day and I've never seen him and
it's the mosque he would go to if he lived here.’
Source

‘He’s a ghost’ alright.
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5. The Radicalization of
Mohammed Emwazi

The burning question about every ‘terrorist’
is how and when they became ‘radicalized’.
What made them do what they did? The un-
spoken corollary is, ‘It certainly wasn’t any-
thing that we did!’ Some one must have ‘got’
to them. Filled their heads with hate. Led
them astray. If we can ban ‘hate’ preachers
we can stop radicalization in the bud. 

So it is Mohammed Emwazi. How did a nice
innocent boy, who liked S Club 7 (whatever
that is) and wanted to be a footballer—whose
only fault was to be a Manchester United
supporter—become chief decapitator and
spokesman for the death cult, Islamic State?
That he must have been radicalized is not in
doubt. By whom? that’s the only question. 

Perhaps it was that brain injury he suffered in
primary school, after which he was ‘never the
same’. It wasn’t his family for did not Ms
Joanna Shuter say that he came from a good
family? (Although it would be nice if the
family could speak for themselves.) It wasn’t
the Quintin Kynaston Secondary School for
the same Ms Shuter was very clear about that
(although a friend, ‘we became very close’,
remembered him as anti-Semitic). 

So it must have been while he was at the Uni-
versity of Westminster. And yet we’ve just
heard from someone active in the Islamic So-
ciety there and he denies that Emwazi was
radicalized at university. Well perhaps he was
radicalized in his spare time, in the evening
and at weekends. 

The problem with this line of argument is the
very concept of radicalization. To be out-
raged, i.e., ‘radicalized’, by what the Anglo-
American alliance did and is doing to Mus-
lims, beginning with Iraq, is a normal moral
reaction and it’s not limited to Muslims. 

It is a very British ‘value’. That’s why Tony
Blair is not welcome in his own country, why
the United States is hated in much of the
world and why the perpetrators of the inva-
sion and occupation of Iraq have to make
their travel plans very carefully. 

‘Radicalization’ turns all this on its head. A
normal moral reaction to pathological prac-

tices is demonized and criminalized. ‘You are
the problem, not us.’ What counts as radical-
ization has widened to include most forms of
political dissent and opposition. This moral
inversion, I believe, is a deliberate attempt to
neutralize political opposition to the ‘war-on-
terror’. 

It reminds me of how the resistance to the oc-
cupation of Iraq (a perfectly natural, human
right) became twisted into illegitimate ‘ter-
rorists’. ‘Radicalization’ attempts something
similar with domestic populations. To oppose
the state is pathological and criminal. ‘You’re
a terrorist!’

If ‘radicalization’ had been active over the
last 100 years there would be precious few
civil liberties in the UK. (Not that there are
many now.)

‘Radicalization’ is a recent invention. 

Funnily enough its appearance in public dis-
course about terrorism coincided with the
creation of the International Centre for the
Study of Radicalization (ICSR)in 2008. It
was at its inaugural conference that Home
Secretary Theresa May made her first speech
on radicalization. It has also been embraced
by a central player in this drama, CAGE and
its Research Director Asim Qureschi. More
on that later. 
(a) Hate Preacher Bilal al-Berjawi
The Daily Mail doesn’t need the ICSR to tell
them how Mohammed Emwazi was radical-
ized thank you very much. They figured it
out on their own. 

It wasn’t in Syria at all, it was during his time
studying computing at the University of
Westminster (2006-2009) that his behaviour
began to change. And the cause? ‘Fanatical
hate-preachers’. Step forward Bilal al-
Berjawi.
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‘The man at the centre of a network that influ-
enced the ISIS executioner identified as 'Jihadi
John' was allowed to fly in and out of London to
terrorism hot spots unchecked for almost three
years. 

Bilal al-Berjawi passed through UK Border Con-
trol at least five times between 2006 and 2009 as
he travelled between London and African terror
cells. 26 February 2015 

The Daily Mail never gets around to telling
us how they know all this. 

‘Unchecked for almost three years.’ ‘Passed
through …. at least five times …’ It’s a dis-
grace. Good on The Daily Mail for ferreting
out this information. 

There is just one problem: the picture (above)
they juxtapose with ‘Jihadi John’ is not of Bi-
lal al-Berjawi. It is Said al-Shihri, a one time
senior leader in the thoroughly dubious al-
Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP). 

Well, he was when he was released from
Guantanamo in 2006/2007. Several other
news sources make the same error. This sug-
gests that they obtained the image from the
same source. No one said deception is easy.

No matter. Let’s focus on the name and not
the image. The Daily Mail once more:
It is believed that it was during these return visits
to London that al-Berjawi became the driving
force behind the radicalisation of 27-year-old
Mohammed Emwazi, using his growing stature
within the terror group to radicalise homegrown
extremists. Source

The Daily Mail, like most news sources on
this matter, does not trouble itself by provid-
ing evidence for these assertions. It’s all ‘it is
believed’, ‘according to people who’, ‘Ber-

jawi was said to be’, ‘is understood to have’.
It’s all tittle-tattle. Hearsay. He is ‘said to’
have fought alongside al-Shabab in Somalia.
It is ‘said’ that his British citizenship was re-
voked. It is said that he was killed by a drone
strike in 2012.

If it is true that al-Berjawi ‘was allowed to
fly in and out of London to terrorism hot
spots unchecked for almost three years’ per-
haps this was because those with authority in
these matters wanted it. Perhaps all that MI5
pressure on him paid off and he was pressed
into service in Somalia as a spy for MI6,
helping to guide US drones to kill bona fide
terrorists. (Several ex-Guantanamo prisoners
have been ‘turned’ as a condition of their re-
lease.) That would explain his freedom of
movement. 

It would also explain his untimely end. Either
he was ‘outed’ by al-Shabaab and executed,
as several British and American spies were
(source). Or when he had outlived his useful-
ness he was killed by a drone missile. 

The Economist tells us that according to his
family, al-Berjawi avoided using his cell
phone in Somalia for fear of it being tracked
and followed by a drone strike. When his
wife gave birth at a London hospital, in Janu-
ary 2012, he took a chance and called her. 

That telephone call seems to have been
traced by British intelligence and the coor-
dinates passed on to the Americans. Within a
few hours, three missiles from an American
drone were fired at a Shabab checkpoint on
the edge of Mogadishu. Berjawi was killed
instantly, along with several other Shabab
fighters. As the Economist puts it, A very
British execution. 
(b) Court documents
What else, apart from groundless speculation,
links Emwazi to al-Berjawi? Court docu-
ments, dated December 2011, that’s what. 

The court documents in question pertain to a
control order on the movements of a 30-year
old British-Iranian who is identified as ‘CE’.
A control order restricts the freedom of
movement of terror suspects. This one was in
place because it was believed that Mr. CE has
been trained by al-Qaeda terrorists in Soma-
lia in 2006. He appealed the control order
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and the court documents in question respond
to that appeal. 

According to the document, British Home
Secretary Theresa May: 
"maintained she has reasonable grounds for sus-
picion that since his return to the United King-
dom in February 2007, CE has continued to as-
sociate regularly with members of a network of
United Kingdom and East African-based Islamist
extremists which is involved in the provision of
funds and equipment to Somalia for terrorism-re-
lated purposes and the facilitation of individuals'
travel from the United Kingdom to Somalia to un-
dertake terrorism-related activity. The Secretary
of State maintains that members of the network
include BX, J1, Mohammed Ezzouek, Hamza
Chentouf, Mohammed Emwazi, Mohammed
Mekki, Mohammed Miah, Ahmed Hagi, Amin Ad-
dala, Aydarus Elmi, Sammy Al-Nagheeb, Bilal
Berjawi and others.”

CNN ‘obtained’ ‘more than a dozen British
administrative court documents’. The BBC
also got hold of them. They even redacted all
of the names but ‘Emwazi’ on their own ini-
tiative (see below). These court documents
were also ‘seen by’ The Guardian (28 Febru-
ary 2015). So far I have not been able to ob-
tain or see them.

The BBC and CNN concluded that this was
proof that al-Berjawi and Emwazi Junior
were members of a terror cell and this belief
spread throughout corporate and state news
media until it was an accepted fact. 

The Observer ‘revealed’ that this terror cell
‘was known to have links to’ the failed 21/7
attacks on London in 2005. For The
Guardian the revelations contained in these
court documents, ‘raise urgent questions over
how Emwazi was able to evade surveillance,
slip out of the country in 2013 using false pa-
pers and re-emerge in Syria a year later to be-
come the world’s most wanted terrorist’ (28
Feb 2015). 

This extract from these court papers proves
nothing. We do not even know if it is au-
thentic. At most it is evidence that the Secre-
tary of State had ‘reasonable grounds for sus-
picion’. That she ‘maintains that members of
the network include …’ 

It is evidence also that security agencies, with
the extraordinary means at their disposal, are
remarkably incompetent when it comes to
keeping tabs on this supposed nest of vipers
in our midst. Either that or these agencies ex-
pertly facilitated the dispersal of these would-
be terrorists.  

But someone decided that The Guardian’s
question—how did he get out of Britain if he
was on a no-fly list?—had to be answered if
the narrative was retain a semblance of plau-
sibility. Answer: by hiding in the back of a
lorry on a Channel ferry (‘sources said last
night’, ‘The Times reports’, ‘reports say’).
For good measure, The Telegraph adds ‘with
the help of associates involved in a criminal
network’ (8 March 2015). 

Before continuing let’s spare a thought for
Mohammed Ezzouek, one of Ms May’s net-
work of desperadoes. Where have we heard
that name before? He was one of the ‘Nairobi
Four’. Part of his story is here: ‘Briton Mo-
hammed Ezzouek was held in Somalia as an
al-Qaida suspect: his interrogators were
British’ (The Guardian, 2009 13 December).

If it happened to him, it could happen to any
one of that ‘terror-related’ network. 
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(c) ‘This is what happened to me,’ 
Emwazi tells CAGE

This image of ink on paper in a type-writer
heads the release of CAGE’s correspondence
with Emwazi ‘in full’ (Saturday 28 February
2015), two days after their extraordinary
press conference. 

We are given to understand that CAGE re-
leased this email correspondence of its own
volition, under no pressure from the
authorities.

The first sentence of the first email from
Emwazi to CAGE (3 June 2012 at 21:46) is:
This is what happened to me:

An excellent beginning to any narrative.
‘This is what happened to me.’ Not ‘This is
what I did’ or ‘was trying to do but ...’ But a
passive object buffeted by external forces be-
yong his control, like a paper bag in the
wind. Let’s hold that image in mind for just a
moment.

On the very same day that the email corre-
spondence was released the venerable Daily
Mail informs us that at this period of his life: 
‘Emwazi was a member of a secret Osama Bin
Laden sleeper cell based in Britain called The
London Boys, which planned to carry out atrocit-
ies in the West’ (Daily Mail 28 Feb)

I find it odd that a member of such a ‘cell’,
‘sleeper’ or not, would think of himself in
such passive terms. ‘Planned to carry out
atrocities’. Real ‘terrorists’ are willful, deter-
mined and organized. This one sounds like a
cry-baby.

The above image of the typewriter is cour-
tesy of Dennis Skley on Flickr. So is this
one:

It’s a reminder of a time when letters on pa-
per were created mechanically. Not all ‘Zs’
are the same. Like hand-writing, type-writing
can be traced.

It’s an interesting choice of image to place at
the head of some email correspondence. As if
to reassure us that the email is real. If so it
seems to have done the trick for I’ve yet to
see anyone regard them as anything other
than solid evidence. But they aren’t. 

These emails, all emails, are simulacra with-
out an original. It is because there is no origi-
nal that each element of email is susceptible
to fraud (especially hotmail, which is
favoured in this correspondence). 

The actual sender and recipient of a message,
its date and time of transmission, the record
of e-mail transaction, the intent of the sender
and the geographical location of the IP ad-
dress—all can be forensically examined and
verified (or not).15 

To the best of my knowledge, this has not
happened to the Emwazi-CAGE correspon-
dence. I find it odd that the legal authorities
did not insist on this. To put it plainly, CAGE
represents those who find themselves on the
wrong side of the war-on-terror, i.e., people
who are various shades of ‘terrorist’. Since

15. M. Tariq Banday, Techniques and Tools for
Forensic Investigation of E-mail. International
Journal of Network Security & its Applications. vol.
3, no. 6, November 201. 
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when did the legal authorities decide that
CAGE is ‘on our side’ and above suspicion? 

It is vital to establish the authenticity of this
email correspondence because herein
Emwazi (or someone) establishes pivotal
points in his own radicalization narrative. 

• His hope of a new life in Kuwait where a
new job and bride awaited him, dashed
by the uncaring MI5; 

• His terrible time in Tanzania and ‘the or-
deal that completely changed my life’.

As soon as they were released by CAGE to
the public they were regarded uncritically
people who are paid to know better. 

Rather than treat this email collection as
Emwazi’s very thoughts caught on fly-paper,
let us be more modest and regard it simply as
evidence of a narrative, the veracity of which
we are now going to examine. Is the tale
Emwazi tells plausible? Could it have hap-
pened the way he says? Could it have hap-
pened at all?
(d) Some prefatory observations on
this email
1. Who says this collection of email mes-

sages are between CAGE and Mo-
hammed Emwazi? CAGE does and nei-
ther the police nor the Secret Intelligence
Service contradicts CAGE. So it must be
true. And yet the name Mohammed
Emwazi does not appear in any of this
email correspondence. 

2. The name Mohammed Al-Zuhary does
and some assume that this is a pseudo-
nym for Emwazi, or that Emwazi
changed his name to al-Zuhary. There is
no evidence to support either assumption.

3. At least one email undermines these as-
sumptions. That from Qureshi dated 4
June 2010 at 0806 to Mohammed Al-
Zuhary, thanks him ‘for taking the time to
meet with him [Mohammed Emwazi]
yesterday and asks him to ‘chase this up
with Mohammed today’. By inference,
Mohammed Emwazi and Mohammed Al-
Zuhary are different people.

4. The name ‘Mohammed “Al-kuwaiti”’ ap-
pears in the subject line of several mes-
sages, but never in the ‘to’ and ‘from’
lines. Presumably this is supposed to be
interpreted as a coy reference to the man
himself. 

5. Beyond CAGE’s assertion, there is no ev-
idence that this email is from someone
called Mohammed Emwazi. None. No
forensic evidence. Not even his name ap-
pears on any of these emails. 

6. The Daily Telegraph offers this: In early
2013, Emwazi changed his name by deed
poll to Mohammed al-Ayan after his father
suggested it might make it easier for him to
travel.

7. This is supported by CAGE’s narrative
reconstruction of Emwazi’s life: ‘‘He
complied with his father’s suggestion,
and before long officially became known
as Mohammed al-Ayan’. But ‘Emwazi’ is
writing to CAGE in 2010. 

8. Who is ‘Mohammed al-Zuhary’?

9. Nor is there any evidence that he changed
his name by deed poll. If he did he would
have to complete a Change of Name
Deed or obtain a Statutary Declaration
and apply for a new passport (with the
original documentation). Examiners
would then attempt to confirm his identi-
ty. How long would all this take? 

10. He can change his name but he cannot
change his identity. If he really is being
monitored by MI5 they are not so easy to
throw  off track.
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11. All that holds together the belief that this
is the Emwazi-CAGE correspondence
(‘in full’) is the title on its web site ‘THE

EMWAZI EMAILS: CAGE RELEASES ITS COR-

RESPONDENCES [SIC] WITH EMWAZI IN FULL’
and its own interpretation of them in Case
File: Mohammed Emwazi.—that and the
collective suspension of disbelief among
journalists. Fiction works the same way. 

12. Since ‘Mohammed Emwazi’ is absent
from this correspondence, and I’m not
prepared to suspend my disbelief, I will
refer to plain ‘Mohammed’ in what
follows.

13. To add to the confusion, many names
have been blacked out (‘redacted’). This
makes it difficult to determine the sender,
recipient and the recipient of a copy of
each email. Of those recipients/senders,
we can identify Asim Qureshi and Saghir
(presumably) Hussain.

14. Some of the redactions make it more dif-
ficult to check ‘Mohammed’s’ story. For
example, the woman he says he is to meet
with at the Metropolitan Police is blacked
out. The name of the company in Kuwait
he is supposed to have worked for is also
blacked-out.

15. We are not told who is responsible for the
blacking out. If it is CAGE then even the
legal authorities are in the dark about
these missing items. 

16. There is evidence that some emails have
been printed and cut-and-pasted and then
scanned or photographed. Fonts change
even within the same message. The corre-
spondence is difficult to make sense of
and that’s probably the idea. 

17. CAGE tells us that Mohammed Emwazi
first came to CAGE in 2009. A heading
before the CAGE-Emwazi correspon-
dence says ‘The email communications
were between CAGE and Mohammed
Emwazi during the period of 2009 - Janu-
ary 2012.’16 And yet the first email (in

16. CAGE tells us that ‘after a period of almost a year
of not being in communication’, Mohammed met
Asim Qureshi  at CAGE, in January 2012.

chronological order) is dated 3 June
2010. Where’s the rest? 

18. Emwazi has yet to be proven guilty of
anything and so he is entitled the protec-
tion of the law on privacy. So who autho-
rised the release of his email? At the
CAGE press conference, Qureshi says
that Emwazi’s parents approved the re-
lease of their son’s email. If so he must
have a special connection to them be-
cause no one else has been able to track
them down. 

19. There are signs that some of the emails
attributed to Emwazi are creations of dif-
ferent people. Some are written crudely
(‘what I have wrote’). This Emwazi has a
problem with homophones, i.e., words
that sound the same but are often spelt
differently. For example:

 . ‘Their’s a message that says I cant
check you in ...’ 

 . ‘So hear I am the next day, at the
check-in once again’. 

 . ‘I was born their’. 

 . ‘I’m not going to loose hope’. 

 . ‘Please let me knoe ...’

20. Another ‘hand’ writes with authority and
grammatical command. ‘After going
through this strange ordeal, I was taken to
another room for more questions, but this
time ...’ 

21. His written voice (in this email) is at odds
with his spoken voice (in those videos).

22. Emwazi writes like an Islamic State
Adrian Mole (aged 26 2/3rds) bent on re-
vealing the angst of his inner life. We
might think of him as ‘Mohammed
Mole’ or ‘Adrian Emwazi’.

23. He uses inverted commas in a strange
way, as if to give emphasis to words. For
example, “trouble”, “agents”, “instruc-
tions”, “black” mark, “officials”, “life”,
“pause”, “security services”, “discipli-
nary”, “told-off”.

24. He begins one message with “Smile, its
me again?!”
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25. The leomotif of these emails from him is
a need to be told (by CAGE) what he
should do—every step of the way. 

 . ‘Anything I should do with this report
after I get it?’ 

 . ‘Please get back to me regarding what
I have wrote’. 

 . ‘After you guided me to complain ...’

 . ‘What do you think I should do
brothers ...’

 . ‘I really don’t know what to do’.

 . ‘So just let me know when you want
me to come down’.

 . ‘Please tell me what you could ad-
vise, regarding visiting my MP? & if
you could come along? etc’

 . ‘Please let me knoe [sic] brothers
what you think about meeting with
the local MP together ...’

 . (CAGE replies): ‘You can find your
local MP at www.theyworkfor
you.com.

 . ‘Any advice you can pass onto me &
my worried mother?’

 . But what do you think about what my
mother is saying ...’

26. If it’s not CAGE he needs assistance
from—it’s his dad. He can’t do anything
without his dad.

 . ‘I’m going to wait until my dad
comes back ...’

 . ‘Just wanted you to know that my fa-
ther is back & we’ll probably be visit-
ing the Kuwait embassy on Monday,
because he’s a little busy this week’.

 . ‘Myself and my dad visited the
embassy’. 

 . ‘My father is in Kuwait trying to
solve my problem’. 

 . ‘My dad will be coming back this fri-
day, after 3months in Kuwait trying to
find a way for me to back!!’ 

27. Keep in mind that at this stage in his life,
Mohammed [Emwazi] is supposed to be a

hardened terrorist, a threat to the British
state. 

28. At high school he had a reputation as a
‘capable brawler’. He was a teenage gang
member. He was a member of that al-
Qaeda sleeper-cell The London Boys. In
court documents he’s depicted as a dan-
ger to society. The first few emails from
him here tell us that Kuwait won’t admit
him and the British anti-terror police
won’t let him leave. 

29. And yet in these emails he reveals that he
can’t make a decision on his own. He
won’t do anything without his dad or
CAGE by his side. He even wants advice
from CAGE on what to say to his mom.17 

30. Not only is he bombarding CAGE with
email almost every day, he’s also phoning
them and visiting them in person. 

This is one needy nascent jihadist. If there is
any harassment going on it is Mohammed ha-
rassing CAGE.

Finally, why would Mohammed choose
CAGE to help him? Why would anyone be-
ing harassed by MI5 go to an organization
that speaks in its terms, of ‘journey’ and ‘rad-
icalization’? Why not Liberty or Amnesty In-
ternational? Since his dad seems to have
plenty of money, why do they not just hire a
good lawyer?
(e) MI5 won’t let me go to Kuwait
This sorry tale is contained in the first two
emails from ‘Mohammed Al-Zuhary’ to
CAGE on June 2, 2010 at 21:46 and on June
4, 2010 at 20:39. 

These claim that his problems with MI5 be-
gan when he was in Kuwait and ‘got a call
from London’. 
‘To my surprise it was a woman who stated that
she was from MI5 then later stated she was from
the antiterrorism department. She started to ask
me what I am doing and said that she would like

17. ‘My mother will shortly go to Kuwait to visit her
family, I was thinking of going with her. Do you think
its worth a try, as they will see me travelling with my
mother (if that makes a different to them!!) ... ‘Any
advice you can pass onto me & my worried mother?’
(2 March 2011 at 17:05).
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to speak to me when I reach London, but I re-
fused and told her to leave me alone!!’ 

Only a person from MI5 could manage to
trace him in Kuwait: no one else has been
able to—not even the massed ranks of the
rabid British tabloids. So kudos to her. 

Praise too for her direct approach. If you
want to know what a suspected terrorist is up
to just pick up the phone and ask him. No
need to bother with all this surveillance none-
sense. [er, but doesn’t that just alert the sus-
pect?-ed] 

Being put in its place, MI5 does leave him
alone, until his encounter with them at
Heathrow on June 2 and 3, 2010.  

Mohammed’s complaint, borderering on a
bleat, is that officers of some counter-terror-
ism squad prevented him travelling to
Kuwait. But if we pay close attention to these
emails it is clear that the only person prevent-
ing him going to Kuwait is himself. 

The basics:

He was due to board an 8:30 pm flight from
Heathrow to Kuwait on June 2nd, 2010. (He
later tells us that he booked the flight the
very same day.) He arrived at the airport
‘around 7:30PM’. He gets to the check-in
desk. 
‘But to my surprise, the check in lady said
“Their’s [sic] a message that says I cant check
you in, please wait aside while someone comes
to speak with you”’. 

Fifteen minutes later three men and ‘one
lady’, ‘all in black uniform’, from the anti-
terror police pay him a visitation. 

They take him to one side and search his
bags, then they take him to a room to inter-
view him, take his photograph, finger prints
and DNA.18 

He tells them that he’s going to Kuwait be-
cause he wants to settle there, for he has a job
and a fiancé waiting for him. 

18. Note: we have Jihadi John’s DNA. So when he’s
finally bumped off by a passing drone we can identify
his remains.

[Let’s spare a thought for this poor woman.
In the entire Emwazi narrative they never get
around to assigning her a name and the other
accoutrements of an identity. He expresses no
feelings for her. It is her lot not to be a per-
son, only a motive for him to want to go to
Kuwait—and not a very compelling one at
that.]

Towards the end of the interview, according
to Mohammed, one of the officers got ag-
gressive and started ‘gripsing onto the wall’.
Translation: someone wrestled him to the
wall. Must have been a big fella. 

Doesn’t this officer know that Emwazi had a
reputation as a brawler in high school? OK,
he was small then (‘Little Mo’) but he soon
developed into a strapping lad. Here he is just
a few years later about to behead one of those
(very relaxed) Syrian soldiers. Not the sort of
person to push around I think. Even without
the knife. 
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Emwazi ‘was just baffled’ at all this aggres-
sion towards him. 

Why so? 

We have been told that he was a gang mem-
ber in the West End of London; had graduat-
ed to an Osama bin Laden sleeper cell;
British Home Secretary Theresa May identi-
fied him as belonging to a network connect-
ed to terrorists in Somalia; and let’s not for-
get his terrible time in Tanzania (which we
examine next). To cap it all, he’s been
walking around the West End wearing a Pitts-
burg Penguin hat—that should have tough-
ened him up. 

And this innocent is ‘baffled’. Shouldn’t he
be a little more savvy by now? 

This highlights a problem with the Emwazi
radicalization narrative. He can’t be both an
innocent, who-only-wanted-to-be-left-alone
who was ‘radicalized’ against his will by an
over-attentive MI5 and a street-hardened and
savvy wrong-un who chose evil over good.
They can’t have it both ways—without belief
in the narrative collapsing altogether.

To return to the email, while all this has been
going on, he’s missed his 8:30pm flight to
Kuwait and he’s missed the 10:00pm flight as
well. Not to worry, the ever-passive Mo-
hammed Mole tells us, ‘they said ... I could
go onto the next available flight which was
next day.’ 
‘So hear [sic] I am the next day, at the check-in
once again.’ 

This time it’s the airline that’s the problem. 
‘You won’t be getting a Visa from Kuwait, they
have just phoned us and said that they don’t
want Mohammed Emwazi, because I had been
deported before’. 

Mohammed is perplexed (if he’s not ‘baffled’
he’s ‘perplexed’ or ‘surprised’) by this be-
cause he claims he was in Kuwait just a
month before and insists that he has never
been deported. 

How should we advise the future Jihadi
John?

• “If you’ve got a ticket they can’t stop you
boarding that plane. Don’t be such a wimp!
Assert yourself!

• For holders of a British passport the visa is
issued upon a arrival in Kuwait. You can
stay for 3 months and renewals are possi-
ble. All you need is a return ticket.

• When you arrive at the Kuwait Internation-
al Airport follow the signs for ‘Visa Issu-
ing’ and obtain your visa before clearing
Immigration. 

• If they give you any grief you can deal with
the matter in person. If need be use the
commanding voice you use in your videos! 

• This is much preferable to dealing with this
lady from the airline at Heathrow or with
the Kuwait Embassy in London. 

• And you get to be reunited with your lovely
fiancé!”

[Come to think of it, he was fortunate to get a
seat on a plane for the very next day. And
how did the visa issuing people in Kuwait
know that he was travelling on that flight?]

Does young Jihadi John follow our advice?
Regrettably no, he does not. He gives up and
emails CAGE before he leaves the airport (3
June 2010 at 21:46). 
‘please help me as I don’t want to stay in the UK
.... please don’t forget my “little case”) ...

He sounds like a little lost lamb, not the fu-
ture most dangerous and hated man on the
planet.

Before closing he begs once more ‘please get
back to me regarding what I have wrote’
[sic], tells them he will phone the next day
and provides them with his emergency phone
number. (He has a phone number just for
emergencies? This is an emergency?!)

Curiously, email from Asim Qureshi (4 June
2010 at 06:06) indicates that someone from
CAGE met with Mohammed on the 3 June,
i.e., the day this incident is said to have oc-
curred. This can only be after he’s written
this email from Heathrow, i.e., late evening.
Why would CAGE do that?

Why would Emwazi not contact his street-
wise, ‘terrorist’ mates? 

Doesn’t CAGE have better ways of spending
its charitable money apart from babysitting
this chump? Apparently not.
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Keep in mind that at this point CAGE knows
nothing about his allegations of his time in
Tanzania and its aftermath.

To bring this drama to a conclusion, lost
amid all his bleating is the acknowledgement
that he could have boarded that plane to
Kuwait, but chose not to. 
‘I never got onto the flight, what was the point, I
said to myself, I’ll just get rejected. I had a job
waiting for me and marriage to get started. But
know [sic] I feel like a prisoner, only not in a cage,
in London. A person in-prisoned & controlled by
security service men, stopping me from living my
new life in my birthplace, & my country, Kuwait. 

‘What was the point?’ The point was to be re-
united with his fiancé, begin work in his new
job and spend time in Kuwait. No one pre-
vented him doing that but himself. All it
needed was will, volition, and being a real
rather than a fictional person.
(f) I Just Want to Go Home to ‘my 
country Kuwait’
Before continuing, I’d like to address Mo-
hammed’s belief that Kuwait 
‘is where I’m from, I was born their. I just want to
go their and start my new life again!!’

Elsewhere he speaks of ‘my country Kuwait’
(Friday, 4 June, 2010, 20:39). And again
‘This is your brother Mohammed from
Kuwait’ (21 June, 2010).

This belief is misguided. Unfortunately for
the plausibility of this narrative, characters in
it are joined together. Young Mohammed is
the son of Jaseem Emwazi. Jaseem was born
in Iraq but moved to Kuwait before Mo-
hammed was born. Jaseem was bidoon, i.e.,
regarded by the Kuwait state as illegal resi-
dent ineligible for all rights and documenta-
tion of citizenship. So is his son Mohammed.

Making the character ‘undocumented’ is a
clever narrative device because it makes it
impossible to check him out. But this creates
problems for our monster-in-the-making. No
one said deception is easy.

Even though Mohammed Emwazi was born
in Kuwait (in August 1988) and lived there
until he was four, he would be bidoon too.
That’s the law. That’s the way it works. He
has no rights whatsoever in Kuwait. 

He would be treated just like any other visit-
ing British citizen. Neither Jaseem nor Mo-
hammed Emwazi can simply waltz into
Kuwait at their leisure and call it ‘home’.

In fact, there is no verified evidence that Mo-
hammed ever spent time in Kuwait.19 True, it
is said that he worked in Kuwait for nine
months prior to this episode. But who says
this? He does, in this email. 

Who did he work for? Unfortunately, for rea-
sons best known for themselves, the name of
this employer, mentioned by Mohammed in
this email, has been blacked out by CAGE.
What a pity.

But all is not lost. 

The Daily Mail tells us that Mohammed was
a top salesman for ‘a Kuwaiti IT company’,
when he was 21. And that’s not all. His [un-
named] former boss told The Guardian that
he was ‘the best employee we ever had’. 
‘He was very good with people. Calm and de-
cent. He came to our door and gave us his CV’. 

This same ‘former boss’ informs us that Mo-
hammed requested time off to travel to Lon-
don on two separate occasions. He left for
good in April 2010. 

Well, since Mohammed: 

• attended the University of Westminster
until July 2009 

• then travelled to Tanzania to go on safari
only to be deported from Tanzania in Au-
gust 2009

• had to move to Kuwait and find this job

• left this company ‘for good’ in April 2010
and during his time there he had two trips
back to London 

Young Emwazi did remarkably well in be-
coming ‘the best employee we ever had’ in
such a short time. Perhaps some of his co-
workers or customers will step forward and
erase any doubts in our minds. 

19. In the case of his father, Jaseem, we do. ITN
News filmed him in his lawyer’s office in Kuwait
City. 
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By the way, this unsourced image20 is said to
be of Mohammed Emwazi—‘the best em-
ployee we ever had’—when he worked in
Kuwait as a salesman. How fine the line be-
tween ‘best employee’ and ‘best beheader’.

(g) His Complaint against the
Police
Shortly after lunchtime on Friday 4 June,
CAGE advised him to make an ‘allegation of
assault by the officer at Heathrow’ (Saghir 4
June 2010 at 12:53). 

This is poor advice because there were no in-
dependant witnesses and the police aren’t go-
ing to have a lot of sympathy towards some-
one they firmly believe is intent on blowing
up innocent people. Only an idiot would
waste his time in this way.

But the ‘Mohammed Mole’ who features in
this email correspondence with CAGE is an
idiot. He thinks it’s a great idea. So much so
that that very afternoon he submits a formal
complaint and then, naturally enough, he
feels compelled to tell CAGE:
‘I have made a formal complaint at IPCC-Inde-
pendent Police Complaints Commission, [as if
CAGE does not know what IPCC stands for],
where I got the reference number ENQ24596E.’
(Friday, 4 June, 2010, 20:39)

This cannot possibly be true. The complaints
procedure does not allow it. [See CAGE’s

20. Does this look like a real person to you? It has no
depth. It’s a computer-generated image.

own http://schedule7stories.com/stopped-at-
the-airport/complain-to-the-ipcc/]

The IPCC oversees the police complaints
system in England and Wales. It is indepen-
dent of the police; it is not part of the police.
Within the framework of the IPCC, the pro-
cedure for making a complaint against the
police requires complainants to submit the
complaint at the local level. 

At that point, an investigating officer will be
appointed. His or hers first decision is
whether to record the complaint, i.e., to de-
termine that the complainant has a prima fa-
cie case. This will require some investiga-
tion; a decision is due within 15 working
days. Only then will the complaint be as-
signed a reference number. Only if the com-
plaint is recorded will the police force con-
sider whether it needs to be referred to the
IPCC. The police decide, not the com-
plainant. Only if the complainant is unhappy
with the outcome is it possible to appeal to
the IPCC. Since Emwazi has yet to receive
an ‘outcome’, he cannot appeal to the IPCC. 

To complain, Emwazi would have to identify
the counter-terrorism unit at Heathrow. Most
likely this would be the Metropolitan Police
Service Counter Terrorism Command. He
would submit the complaint to them. 

And his complaint?—that he was pushed
against a wall by one of these counter-terror-
ism officers.

Is there evidence of any injury? Not that we
have bee told.

And the witness?—himself.

If he seriously expects that to get him any-
where he should not be allowed out on his
own. 

Finally, how is it that he managed to com-
plain and receive a reference number within
the space of a Friday afternoon? 

It is unlikely in the extreme that Emwazi ma-
naged to meet in person with the police at
such short notice. Complainants can submit
their complaints online, but certainly not to
counter-terrorism forces, for they fall within
the scope of the Secret Intelligence Service
(MI6). 
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For these reasons this cannot be true:
‘I have made a formal complaint at IPCC-Inde-
pendent Police Complaints Commission, where I
got the reference number ENQ24596E.’

This is probably why whoever is putting this
together feels obliged to come up with this:

“Mohammed to Saghir and Asim Qurashi21

[sic] 20 July 2010 at 13:33
Just wanted you to know that my father is back &
we’ll probably be visiting the Kuwait embassy on
Monday, because he’s a little busy this week.

In the meantime, I remember that brother Saghir
advised to make a complaint to the police about
the the [sic] that I had got treated in the airport
by the racist police officers that assaulted me.
Well after chasing them up for so long, I have fin-
ally managed to have a meeting with a woman
called [redacted] representing the Met Police,
who takes care of complaints by the public.

The meeting will be on, Thursday 22 July 2010,
1.30PM at:

DPS South West

Jubilee House

3rd Floor 

230-232 Putney Bridge Road

Putney

London

SW15 2PD

If one of you want to see the meeting with me
you are more than welcome, if you both can not
make it, then it’s not a problem ... I’ll let you now
[sic] how to [goes].”

• Is it really the business of CAGE Research
Director to attend meetings of this kind?
They don’t have case officers? Actually,
isn’t this future ‘baddest man on the planet’
capable of making a complaint all by him-
self (with his dad of course).

• But that’s not the point. The point is to get
this address ‘on the record’ so it can match
a letter to him from ‘Sharon Heaven’ (23rd
November, 2010) (below).

21. His name is Qureshi, not Qurashi. Type in
Qurashi and the email system will not recognize it and
this email could not be sent.

• ‘After chasing them up for so long’. It’s
been six weeks and he should have had a
reply from them within 15 working days.
Where is that reply? 

• Earlier he claimed that the police officer
who shoved him against the wall was an In-
dian man wearing a turban. Here he’s a
racist. 

He meets with the redacted person from the
Met on Thursday, 22 July at 1,30pm. 

A mere two days later on 24 July 2010 at
14:49 ‘Mohammed Al-Zuhary’ and a redact-
ed person gives Saghir [Redacted] and Asim
Qurashi [sic] of CAGE the bad but pre-
dictable news: 
‘I had the meeting with the independent police
complaints commission (IPCC), & basically ex-
plained to them the abuse/assault that I under-
went by the anti-terror police force!

‘However, as there is no evidence of the way the
police force treated me (because their [sic] was
no camera in the room) my complaint can only
go as far as informing those officers, that an indi-
vidual has made a complaint ...’22

You’d think that CAGE would know that
ahead of time, don’t you think? So why
would they advise him to complain in the
first place?

Here he confuses two things. DPS stands for
the Directorate for Professional Standards for
the police force involved. The IPCC stands
for the Independent Police Complaints Com-
mission. His meeting on 22 July was with the
DPS South West, not the IPCC. His com-
plaint made on June 4, 2010 was to the IPCC
not the DPS. 

There is more. 

The Washington Post, but none of the British
newspapers, ‘obtained’ a copy of a letter, dat-
ed 23rd November 2010, allegedly in re-
sponse to his complaints made in June and
July, 2010. (see below) Perhaps they obtained
it the same way they obtained Emwazi’s
identity as Jihadi John, i.e., someone gave it
to them. How did it get from the security of

22. Compare this with the letter on the next page.
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the Metropolitan Police to The Washington
Post? 

‘Obtained by The Washington Post’ here. 

It begins thus:
Dear Mr. Emwazi,

I am glad to report that we have now done
everything you asked us to do in connection with
the complaint you made at DPS Customer Ser-
vice Team on 7th June 2010.

My colleagues and I have taken the steps that
you discussed when you met with my colleagues
on 22nd July 2010, and your concerns have been
discussed with the officers in question.

It is signed by ‘Sharon Heaven’. There is no
indication of her position within the Direc-
torate of Professional Standards. But we can
see that her address is identical to that which
Mohammed took pains to type in his email to
CAGE (20 July).23 That’s called ‘corrobora-
tion’. This is an unredacted letter. We can see
phone numbers, names, even Ms Heaven’s
email address sharon.heaven@met.police.uk.
That’s unusual.

A minor point, perhaps, but Emwazi com-
plained on Friday 4th June, 2010, not the 7th.

23. If that was the address for DPS then it doesn’t
appear to be now. 

He told CAGE of it that very evening. And
he submitted the complaint to the IPCC (or
thinks he did). He has reference number to
prove it, remember:
‘I have made a formal complaint at IPCC-Inde-
pendent Police Complaints Commission, where I
got the reference number ENQ24596E.’

Note that this letter from Ms Heaven from
the Met is addressed to Mr. Mohammed
Emwazi. If he is happy to be addressed thus
by the Metropolitan Police why the ‘Mo-
hammed Al-Zuhary’ nonsense with CAGE? 

The Met’s Department of Professional
Standards is:
the 380-strong unit responsible for dealing with
complaints against officers and staff, deaths in
custody, police misconduct - and corruption.

Danny Shaw, ‘How the Met investigates its own’,
BBC News, 9 December 2014.

We are a force within a force

Det Ch Supt Alaric Bonthron, Head of the Met's
Professional Standards Unit

It’s news to me that complaints against a
counter-terrorism unit are handled by the
Met’s Department of Professional Standards,
its ‘Customer Service Team’ no less. An en-
couraging precedent. 

Even more encouraging that this ‘team’
obliged Emwazi by doing ‘everything you
asked us to do in connection with the com-
plaint you made ...’ and ‘have taken the steps
that you discussed when you met with my
colleagues ...’ Very gratifying also that
Emwazi’s ‘concerns’ have ‘been discussed
with the officers in question’. How odd,
though, given this thoroughness, that this let-
ter from Heaven manages to say exactly
nothing about the nature of Emwazi’s
complaint. 

(h) Trouble in Tanzania
Mohammed tells CAGE of his troubled time
in Tanzania in e-mail on Friday June 4, at
20:39. And why does he do this? Because:

‘you asked for a more detailed statement of what
actually happened to me.’

That’s right. CAGE asked for it. 

In 24 hours, Emwazi has progressed from
‘this is what happened to me’ to this ‘what
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actually happened to me’. Despite this being
the ‘full’ correspondence between Emwazi
and CAGE, there is no sign of this ‘you
asked for’. 

Now why would CAGE—which has enough
on its plate helping undoubted victims of the
‘war-on-terror’—want a ‘more detailed state-
ment’ from this waster? It wouldn’t. It has no
need. It has other, more pressing, needs. 

The only need belongs to this radicalization
narrative. It needs to establish the ‘why’ of
Emwazi’s ‘radicalization’, the what-made-
him-do-it? 

The email correspondence suggests that
CAGE is meeting with Emwazi in person and
talking on the phone with him as well. But
the spoken word leaves no trace. The narra-
tive needs a written record. 

Mohammed obliges with this shoulder-sag-
ging introduction:
‘I’ll start right from the beginning, I was in my
country Kuwait …' 

He returns us to his encounter with the
counter-terrorism police at Heathrow, just
two days previous. He was taken to a room
with CCTV, where he was interviewed by a
man called Jo or Joe. 
‘He then started to ask me more questions, like
my ordeal that completely changed by life when I
went on a holiday after graduation at the age of
20, to Africa, Tanzania. Tanzania, was were I was
arrested at the airport with two friends of mine, at
which we were taken to a prison cell for the night
being abused and threatened by Tanzanian au-
thorities. We later were interrogated by the Neth-
erlands security agents and MI5 and later when
we arrived at London, Antiterrorism Police and
others interview us’. 

What nascent Jihadist wouldn’t be ticked off
at being denied going on safari by MI5? Tan-
zania’s common warthog’s way of organizing
itself into groups (or cells) called sounders,
not to mention their ability to hide in plain
sight in their mud-baths is just one example
of what Tanzania’s fauna has to teach the
modern terrorist.24

24. "Warthogs (Phacochoerus africanus) male" by
Charlesjsharp - Own work, from Sharp Photography,
sharpphotography. Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0 via

But, you know what?, it turns out that
Emwazi wasn’t telling the truth in his email.
MI5/6 is innocent.

We know this because, on the basis of this
unverified CAGE email, the BBC sent one of
their reporters (Ed Thomas) all the way to
Tanzania to find out just what happened.
[http://m.bbc.com/news/uk-31785820]
‘A Police Officer has told the BBC’ that Emwazi
had not been allowed into Tanzania because he
had ‘brought chaos to the airport’ and ‘behaved
like alcohol was involved’—and not because MI5
pressured them to. 

Naturally enough, the male officer, who,
‘fearing for his safety’, wants his identity
protected, but in this video we can see the
back of his talking head and that’s good
enough. The officer speaks with unusual de-
tail about an event that happened in 2009, 6
years previous. So they must have been real-
ly chaotic.

In a separate interview, Tanzania’s home af-
fairs minister Mathias Chikawe tells the BBC
that ‘He [Emwazi] was actually detained by a
lady, a young lady.’ But she is absent from
this recollection.’

A custody record (‘seen only by BBC
News’), dated 23 May 2009, serves as an
aide-memoire. Written in Kiswahili
(Swahili), it requests that Emwazi and two
friends ‘be detained after they refused to re-
turn back to Amsterdam using KLM 569 af-
ter being refused entry to the country’. The
document names Emwazi, Ally Adorus and
Marcel Schrodel (we can even see their pass-

Wikimedia Commons - http:/
/commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
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port numbers; that’s handy; Emwazi’s is
107673431).

The BBC says more about Mohammed’s two
companions: 
‘Adorus, a British citizen, is now a convicted ter-
rorist serving a prison sentence in Ethiopia. Sch-
rodel is said to have been ‘known’ to German se-
curity services’.  

Were all three of them drunk and disorderly
then? Apparently so for according to Tanza-
nia’s home affairs minister Mathias Chikawe:
‘“They were in a state of inebriation– highly
drunk. And they were cursing and saying all the
bad words you can think of.’  

He’s got a good memory too. So has Immi-
gration commissioner Abdullah Khamis Ab-
dullah (above), according to whom Emwazi
had been drunk and fellow passengers on his
flight had complained about his behaviour. At
the airport, Emwazi had "tried to force his
way in”.25 

Mr. Abdullah added: 

25. According to the Daily Mail: ‘Emwazi was
arrested trying to force his way past security on to a
passenger flight from Dar es Salaam in Tanzania to
Johannesburg without a passport in 2009’
(2015-02-28, 8:49 PM).

"He said 'Give me the permit to the country...
you are nothing here, you're just rubbish’." 

Alcohol clearly brings out another side to our
counter-hero; in his email with CAGE he
wouldn’t say boo to a goose. Being drunk is
one thing, but being rude and boorish is be-
yond the pale. No wonder the chucked him
out. 

So there we are. "We didn't get any order or
whatever from any country or any organisa-
tion to stop Emwazi” (Mr Abdullah). The
very idea. The email allegations are a tissue
of lies. He, they, were drunk and disorderly.
The custody record and the testimony of Mr.
Abdullah, Mr. Chikawe and the anonymous
police officer speak to that. 

Where does this leave us? 

If the UK’s Secret Intelligence Service
(MI5/6) did not have a hand in turning him
back from Tanzania because they thought he
was going to a training camp in Somalia,
then the rest of his allegations about being in-
terrogated and mistreated at Amsterdam’s
Schiphol airport collapse as well. (If they in-
terrogated every UK citizen who became
drunk and disorderly abroad they’d be run off
their feet.) And you’d think that if they were
en route to a ‘training camp’ in Somalia
they’d really have more sense than to draw
attention to themselves by being ‘rough and
noisy’. 

Yet if this entire Tanzanian episode never
happened Mohammed must have been lying
to CAGE in his emails. And if he’s lying
about Tanzania perhaps he’s lying about be-
ing prevented from travelling to Kuwait and
other things. This would, more or less, ex-
honerate the Secret Intelligence Services—
but at the considerable expense of torpedoing
the very cause of his radicalization, ‘my or-
deal that completely changed my life.’

Mr. Chikawe is right about one thing, He said
there was a “very close” relationship between
Britain and Tanzania because of historical
ties. I should say so. Especially when it
comes to ‘intelligence’. The British Embassy
in Dar es Salaam is a busy place.

Then there’s the close ties between Tanzania
and Britain’s biggest arms company, BAE.
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Wasn’t there a ‘dirty deal’ for BAE to sell
Tanzania an overpriced radar system and se-
cret payments to secure arms contracts?

In January 2007 The Guardian disclosed that
BAE had used an offshore front company,
Red Diamond, to secretly pay £8.4m, 30% of
the radar's ostensible price, into a Swiss ac-
count. The account was controlled by Tan-
zanian middleman Sailesh Vithlani. His ‘con-
sultancy’ agreement was, it is alleged,
formally signed off in London by BAE’s
Dick Evans.

Then there’s the British gold mines in Tanza-
nia. There’s talk of uranium being smuggled
from the DRC through Tanzania to Iran.
That’ll need keeping an eye on. Tanzania has
its own uranium deposits too. That’s a lot to
keep on top of. The Wikileaked US cables re-
lated to Tanzania are here. 

Tanzania’s an important place. It’s also a web
of corruption in which who knows who is
caught. People do things they would not oth-
erwise do. It’s a good location for this kind of
nonsense to be staged.

Finally, let’s put aside the BBC’s investiga-
tion based on dubious email supposedly writ-
ten by a man who shows little sign of exist-
ing, and spare a thought for one of his
supposed travelling companions, who cer-
tainly does exist: Mr. Ali Adorus.

I don’t suppose anyone asked for his recol-
lections of the Tanzania imbroglio. He’s cer-
tainly easy to trace. 

The BBC’s Ed Thomas dismisses him thus: 
‘Adorus, a British citizen, is now a convicted ter-
rorist serving a prison sentence in Ethiopia’. 

But that’s not quite the whole story is it Mr.
Thomas.  

Adorus alleges UK security services were
complicit in his torture in Ethiopia, where he
was born, and that he was forced to sign a
confession in a language (Amharic) he
doesn’t speak. 

These charges have sufficient credibility for
the British Embassy in Addis Ababa to sub-
mit a report to the Ethiopian government
which raises the UK’s ‘grave concerns’ about

his detention. The matter is now before the
United Nations. 

Perhaps the BBC’s Ed Thomas could investi-
gate that.
MI5 harassment in the UK, detention and tor-
ture oversea certainly happens. But I doubt
that it happened to Mohammed Emwazi.
More likely, this is case of positioning a
make-believe character amidst the coattails
of real ones. The ridiculousness of the first
undermines confidence in the authenticity of
the last.. 

(i) ‘A recording has emerged’
It ‘emerged’ from CAGE. They say it a
recording of an interview between Mo-
hammed Emwazi and Asim Qureshi, who say
he recorded it with a dictaphone. 

Does Qureshi record all his CAGE clients?
And keep the recordings for six years? Such
attention to detail.

The recording was made ‘in 2009’ we are
told. It must have been after his return to
England following his Tanzania ordeal in Au-
gust and before he left for Kuwait shortly af-
ter, where he stayed until his return to Eng-
land in April, 2010. Or it could have taken
place during one of his two brief trips from
Kuwait to England.  

There is said to be ‘tapes’ but I can find only
one: http://www.cageuk.org/press-release/
emwazi-tapes-9-11-was-wrong One wonders
how many taped interviews can be accomod-
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ated within such a narrow window of
opportunity.

Since it is child’s play to simulate or create a
voice it is unthinkable that this hasn’t been
forensically checked. If it has we haven’t
been told. If it hasn’t we should dismiss this
audio-tape as evidence. 

But, of course, it has not been dismissed be-
cause when it comes to Jihadi John it’s the
rules of evidence themselves that are dis-
missed. The tape has been feasted on as a
source of insight into what radicalised this
innocent.  

Does Emwazi’s voice resemble Jihadi John’s
voice. No it does not. But then the voice of
Jihadi John is not Jihadi John’s voice. It is a
digital voice. 

In this ‘tape’ we hear Emwazi reconstruct his
dialogue with his MI5 interlocutor (‘Nick’).
He complains about ‘Nick’ putting words in
his mouth; the entire tape consists of Emwazi
putting words in ‘Nick’s’ mouth. 

Astonishingly, these words are believed too
and have passed into received wisdom. Just

as Jihadi John’s word is taken as gospel, so
too with the man behind the mask, Mo-
hammed Emwazi.

Like an Inquisitor before a witch, ‘Nick’ asks
Emwazi what he thinks of 9/11 and 7/7. Like
a good boy true to the radicalization thesis,
Emwazi splutters ‘This is extremism!’ This is
the right answer but it’s not enough for this
Inquisitor. He still thinks Emwazi’s going to
Somalia to ‘train’. 

Let us evaluate this suspicion in the light of
the preceding analysis of the Enwazi-CAGE
email correspondence. 

One shudders to think what a ‘trained’
Emwazi would be like. ‘How do I load this
thing?’ ‘Am I holding it right?’ He’d surely
want his dad with him.

One thing’s for certain—unless he was be-
hind you, he would be a danger only to
himself. 
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(j) The Testimony of Robert Verkaik
Robert Verkaik is the Security Editor of The
Daily Mail. Prior to that he worked at The
Independent as the home affairs editor and
law editor. Before joining The Independent
he was a court reporter. He is a qualified but
non-practising barrister.

I know only his writing. This indicates that
he a person of integrity, an opponent of injus-
tice and a defender of human rights. He has
been nominated for the Paul Foot prize and
the George Orwell prize. By any measure he
is a man of substance, clout and deserving of
respect. His testimony regarding Mohammed
Emwazi matters.

And yet what he says is evidence to be evalu-
ated like any other, if not in a court of law,
then here, both on its own terms and in the
light of the preceding. This said, I have the
following observations and questions:

1. It is said that Verkaik corresponded with
the future Jihadi John by email for sever-
al months. The Daily Mail speaks of ‘a
series of emails in 2010’. So where are
they?26 If CAGE can publish their email
correspondence with Emwazi ‘in full’,
why not The Daily Mail? 

2. We hear of only one email and see only
an extract of it (see page 48). This is from

26. If there are other emails between them in the
public domain so far I have been unable to locate
them. 
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‘Mohammed al-Zuhary’ to Robert
Verkaik re: The IPCC document. We are
led to believe that Mohammed Emwazi
has changed his name to ‘al-Zuhary’ by
deed poll. But where is the evidence for
this? How odd that the Telegraph says he
did this ‘in early 2013’, but not to ‘Mo-
hammed al-Zuhary’.
 .In early 2013, Emwazi changed his name by
deed poll to Mohammed al-Ayan after his
father suggested it might make it easier for
him to travel. Source

3. Did he change his name twice then; once
before this correspondence with Verkaik
and again in ‘early 2013’? No evidence
has been produced to support claims that
he changed his name at all. If he did,
once or twice, he would need to get a new
passport. Did he? 

4. Recall that Emwazi used his real name in
his correspondence with the Metropolitan
Police at around this time. So why is he
using ‘Mohammed al-Zuhary’ with Mr.
Verkaik?27

5. They corresponded before they met in
person. How does Verkaik know that he
was communicating with the future Jihadi
John? 

6. Are we supposed to take this fragment of
one email (below) as serious evidence of
‘Jihadi John’s’ paranoia? If he was that
paranoid, if he really ‘knew it was
them!!’ and was afraid ‘they’ would kill
him, he wouldn’t meet a complete
stranger in the street to sell his laptop. An
odd thing to do in itself. If his email with
CAGE is any guide, he wouldn’t go with-
out his dad! If he was paranoid why was
he walking around the West End drawing
attention to himself wearing that Pitts-
burg Penguins baseball cap? 

7. Placing this excerpt of one email in the
context of the broader conversation
would help us make more sense of it; but
we’re not supposed to make sense of it;
we’re supposed to use it to add to the fuel

27. Why ‘al-Zuhary’ with CAGE and Mr. Verkaik?
Wiggle-room if the deception is discovered?

of his radicalisation. ‘You see, he was
delusional, seeing persecution were there
was none.’

8. Some examples of his ‘persecution com-
plex’ would also help. One incident (his
sold laptop) does not amount to a com-
plex. And what about some examples of
Emwazi’s ‘warped sense of injustice’. 

9. Mr. Verkaik has remarkably little to say
about Emwazi. The headlines promise
much but deliver little. Just:

 . Verkaik met him in December, 2010

 . Verkaik ‘was investigating his claims
that he was being harassed by the
Metropolitican Police and MI5.’

 . ‘Emawazi’ ‘appeared to have a griev-
ance’, a ‘persecution complex’ and a
‘warped sense of injustice’. His ‘con-
cerns seemed to border on paranoia’. 

 . ‘Emawazi’ sent him the complaint he
had submitted to the IPCC. (Can we
see it then?)

 . He was polite and understood the
pressures of journalism. 

 . He ‘refused to provide a picture to ac-
company the story’. 

10. So Emwazi ‘refused to provide a picture
to accompany the story’. Well, he would
wouldn’t he. If he’s changed his name
he’s not going to want his face on the
front page of The Daily Mail. So why is
this worthy of note?

11. Given Verkaik has no picture of Emwazi
and there is only one picture extant of
him as an adult (that supposedly leaked
from the University of Westminster), why
doesn’t he paint a picture of him with
words for Daily Mail readers?28 What did
he look like? How did he behave when
they met? Did he have a beard? What
clothes did he wear. How did he speak?

28. The image of Emwazi while in Kuwait is not a
photograph of him. It’s a flat, digitally created
likeness.
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Emwazi has no physical presence when
Verkaik writes about him.

12. Given that Verkaik met with Emwazi in
December 2010 why did he not recognize
him in his Jihadi John guise in those im-
ages that were plastered all over his own
newspaper in the autumn of 2014? His
face was hidden but he surely would
recognise that voice in the videos. 

13. Does Verkaik confirm that Mohammed
Emwazi is Jihadi John? He does not say
so. In fact only one named person says
so: CAGE’s Qureshi—and he’s not sure.
If Verkaik does confirm his identity as Ji-
hadi John, why is Qureshi unable to do so
with confidence?

14. Why would Verkaik, of all people, as-
sume that ‘Emwazi’ had a ‘warped sense
of injustice’? He knew as well as anyone
what MI5/6 is capable of. [See http:/
/schedule7stories.com]. In May 2009 he
wrote about about some Muslim men
who wanted to go public with their com-
plaints about MI5, saying that they were
being pressured to act as an informant for
MI5. Robert Vernaik, Exclusive: How
MI5 blackmails British Muslims. The In-
dependent, Thursday 21 May, 2009. Isn’t
blackmail an ‘injustice’? These Muslim
men, incidentally, stood by their names
and photographs. Knowing what they
went through, why would Verkaik dis-
miss ‘Emwazi’ as ‘delusional’? 

15. Did CAGE find him pananoid, etc.? They
give no indication of that in their email
with him. If they did why did they put
him in touch with Mr. Verkaik, whom
they describe as a ‘sympathetic’
journalist.

16. Verkaik ‘was investigating his claims
that he was being harassessed by the Met-
ropolitican Police and MI5.’ Emwazi ‘re-
fused to provide a picture to accompany
the story.’ What did Verkaik’s investiga-
tion reveal about Emwazi’s claims? Did
Verkaik ever write ‘the story’ he implies
here?

17. There is a basic error of fact in this col-
umn of Verkaik. ‘... his allegations against
police officers when he was held at

Heathrow after returning from Kuwait earlier
in the year.’ I believe this is mistaken. The
allegations were made following his at-
tempt to leave Heathrow for Kuwait on
June 2 and 3, 2015. 

18. Note too that this brief extract of one
email displays none of the grammatical
errors so evident in his email to CAGE.
Why is that? 

19. Finally, how did the Emwazi-Verkaik
connection come about? Like this: On
June 8, 2010 at 12:40 [redacted] emails
Asim Qureshi at CAGE and says this: 
 .‘He [Emwazi] is making a complaint to the
IPCC and liasing with the Kuwaiti interior
ministry to try to get their clearance to move
there. He has said that he will consider Asims
[sic] advise [sic] to talk to the journalist at the
Independent if this matter is not resolved
very soon. In short, his priority is to get out of
the UK and get married and settle in Kuwait’.

 .Since the ‘Asim’ refered to in the body of
this email is the person he is writing to it
is hard to make sense of it. Re ‘if this
matter is not resolved very soon’. This
was written on Tuesday, June 8, Mo-
hammed’s complaint to the police was
supposedly made on Friday, June 4 and
CAGE were informed of this. How
quickly does Mohammed and CAGE
think the wheels of justice turn? The ap-
parent intent of talking to ‘the journalist
at the Independent’ is for him to write an
article on ‘this matter’. It seems Verkaik
never did.  

20. On 21 June 2010 at 18:59 [Redacted]
emails ‘Mohammed Al-Zuhary’ and two
redacted names. 
‘This looks like clear blackmail by the security
services. They seem to be punishing you for
refusing to co-operate. I would advise that
you bring this to the attention of your MP and
liase with a sympathetic journalist. I can at-
tend a meeting with an MP and Asim knows
a good journalist’.

Presumably Robert Verkaik is this ‘good’
and ‘sympathetic’ journalist. In the event,
he was not sympathetic. All this tells us is
that Verkaik and Qureshi know each
other. 
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Qureshi mentions during the CAGE press
conference that they’d sent him to see a
journalist at The Independent (presumably
Verkaik). So the press conference and the
CAGE-Mohammed email correspondence
corroborate each other.

I submit that the ‘narrative’ connecting Mo-
hammed [Enwazi] to CAGE, his complaint to
the police and his dealings with The Inde-
pendent’s Robert Verkaik is a tissue of de-
ception. It just doesn’t make sense. It defies
belief. 

Mohammed Emwazi comes across as an Is-
lamic Adrian Mole. A figure more of fun than
fear. 

So how has it taken hold of the public imag-
ination? Because only selected extracts from
this correspondence, taken out of context,
have been presented to the public, and always
couched in a ‘how he was radicalized’ narra-
tive itself the invention of CAGE (astonish-
ing in itself) and news media.

Most certainly there is real harassment of real
Muslims in the UK, but Mohammed Emwazi
is not one of them. Rather he is an imagined
character who is positioned in the slipstream
of their authenticity in the hope that we will
not notice the difference. 
(k) 'I Saw Jihadi John Kill Hostage 
Kenji Goto’
The height of radicalization, its pinnacle, if
you like, its ulimate test of will and resolve,
as it were, is surely the ability to use what is
little more than a paring knife to cut a path
through stubborn layers of tissue, nerves,
arteries, veins, cartilage and bone, thereby to
alienate a person’s head from the rest of his
personage, without causing the unfortune one
to cry out or even spill much blood, to speak
of, while he is kneeled upright and free to leg
it away—all in the full view of a camera
crew and, who knows, make-up, special ef-
fects and catering. So while I make fun of
‘Mohammed Mole’ for being pushed around
by the check-in staff at Heathrow, and for
bleating like a lost lamb before CAGE, when
it comes to this miracle of modern surgery I
cannot fault him.

Hold on though. Has anyone actually wit-
nessed Jihadi John’s depraved carryings-on,
apart from his similarly depraved online fol-
lowers? Well, yes they have. Step forward Is-
lamic State defector, ‘Saleh’. 

Stuart Ramsay, Chief Correspondent for Sky
News, tracked him down ‘somewhere in
Turkey’. Wait a minute, no: he was ‘taken’ to
him. By whom? we don’t know, but surely
that’s not important. This is: ’He is the only
person who has ever seen Jihadi John kill and
admit to seeing it’ (Ramsay). 

https://youtu.be/plcZwIMfWnI

He’s an eyewitness in another sense too; his
eyes are just about the only part of his head
we can see. His head is bound in a Keffiyeh
or maybe two or three of them. He must be
awfully hot in there. It’s a wonder he can
breath. We’re not actually told why he’s
trussed up like that; we’re trusted to figure it
our for ourselves. He’s defected. From Islam-
ic State. Enough said. 

How do we know who he is then? Because
Mr. Ramsay wouldn’t have been ‘taken’ to
him otherwise, would he? Where are they? A
room somewhere in Turkey. There they are,
sitting on the floor of course, ‘IS defector’
cross-legged; Mr. Ramsay, not so much. 
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‘Speaking from Turkey, where he fled to escape
IS, Saleh explained in broken English how he was
employed by the group to convince foreign host-
ages they were safe. He is the only person to ad-
mit seeing Emwazi kill.29

‘Saleh claims foreign hostages captured and
murdered by the group were subjected to
numerous mock until the procedure became nor-
mal. It could explain why many hostages ap-
peared calm in execution videos published online
by the group.

"He [Jihadi John] would say to me 'say to them,
no problem, only video, we don't kill you, we
want from your government [to] stop attacking
Syria. We don't have any problem with you; you
are only our visitors'.

Broken English? Shattered-into-fragments
English more like. And this guy was a trans-
lator? Of what, to what? He was employed
by Islamic State to convince hostages that
they were safe and not going to be killed. So
this is why they all were so calm when Jihadi
John was telling the camera that they were
going to have their heads severed with that
tiny knife! Now it all makes sense. Since
they were still pretty calm when Jihadi John
sawed away at their neck, we can only con-
clude that Mr. ‘Saleh’ must have been really
good at his job. 

Wait a minute: 

• He can hardly speak English and yet he
was put in charge of English-speaking
hostages? That doesn’t sound right. 

• To reassure them that they weren’t going
to be harmed. I don’t know about you, but
he doesn’t reassure me when he talks. ‘You
are only our visitors’. And these hostages,
seasoned journalists among them, swal-
lowed that did they?

• And why would ‘John’, who speaks
wickedly perfect English, need a translator
at all?

Let’s look at this ‘Saleh’ a little more closely.

While his faced is covered with that towel-
ing, his voice is clear enough and his pained
attempt to speak English makes that voice in-
delibly memorable. He sounds Turkish. 

29. The only eye witness to JJ’s killings. 

His face is hidden, but his frame is not. He is
a small man—compare with the size of Mr.
Ramsay. How many men of that size and
voice ‘calmed’ the hostages with lies. Not
many I’ll wager. The vengeful Islamic State
will surely know who he is and a careful look
at the footage of his urban environment will
tell them where he is. He fled to Turkey to
escape Islamic State? There is good evidence
to suggest that Islamic State comes from
Turkey! It’s a highly porous border. So the
first thing to note about Mr. Defector here is
that he’s none too bright.

This makes me wonder if his face is hidden
so that we cannot read the emotions written
thereon. Shame and embarrassment are likely
contenders. While we cannot see his face, or,
in fact, any of his head, we can see the rest of
his body. He’s sitting cross-legged on the
floor. His hands are thrust downward into his
pockets, or whatever he’s got down there, im-
mobilizing his arms. Compare this with Mr.
Ramsay’s body language, especially his use
of his hands when he talks.

What does the literature say on detecting de-
ception? Ah yes. Hand movement exude con-
fidence. Hands in pockets suggest that he
does not believe what he is saying. Those
who seek to deceive often keep their hands
motionless and draw their arms close to their
bodies, as if to shrink away from the truth. 

Now I come to think about it deceivers tend
to use sentence fragments more frequently
than truthful people; often, they will start an
answer, back up and not complete the sen-
tence. That’s sounds very much like our man
here. Perhaps his English is broken because
he’s lying.

Since Mr. Ramsay tells us that Mr. ‘Saleh’s’
life is in danger, what is his motive for
spilling the beans in this videoed interview?
How do we know he’s not trying to send Mr.
Ramsay off on a false trail. Perhaps Emwazi
is being set up. And why would he not supply
this information anonymously? when just
about everyone else has. Answer: because the
narrative needed bolstering. He provides eye-
witness testimony regarding Jihadi John’s
real identity and he helps explain why
hostages were so calm. His visual presence
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adds to the credibility of what he said, but at
the risk of serious questioning unravelling the
entire thing.

Finally, how is it that Mr. Ramsay and crew
did not perform a citizen’s arrest on this ac-
complice to murder? He convinced the
hostages that they were safe when they were
anything but and then this monster rived their
heads off with a knife! Instead Mr. Sky News
sits there, body language open and under-
standing, and addresses him kindly, like a
priest hearing a confession. This is odd be-
haviour towards an accessory to heinous
murders. 

But these are quibbling details. The impor-
tant point is that our man Mr. IS Defector:

• Recognized Jihadi John as Mohammed
Emwazi. So now two people have identi-
fied him: ‘Saleh’ and Qureshi.

• Saw Emwazi kill the hostages. Well, one of
them.

• Explains the unusual calmness of the
hostages prior to decapitation. 

Supporters of ‘radicalization’—Rejoice!
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6. Conclusion: The Curious
Incidents of Omission Neglect
Elsewhere I criticised a series of ‘Islamic
State’ videos as digital fabrications.30 In
MILDEC terms this is the Deception Event.
In this monograph I have examined the De-
ception Story, i.e., the narrative of the ‘un-
veiling’ of Jihadi John as Mohammed
Emwazi.31 

The Mohammed Emwazi of his radicaliza-
tion narrative is more Adrian Mole than the
chief executioner and spokesperson for Is-
lamic State. More figure of fun than fear. He
is, I argue, an unbelievable figure, as much a
fabrication as his more well-know
counterpart.

All it takes to see through the Jihadi John de-
ception is the dogged detective work
necessary, 

(a) to establish connections among the frag-
ments of the narrative we are presented with,
and 

(b) to make parts of the narrative confront
each other. 

That is what I have done here.

What may seem plausible in isolation be-
comes nonsensical when understood in its
context. The Jihadi John as Mohammed
Emwazi saga, I submit, is laughably
implausible. 

Of course, this hasn’t prevented it being
believed. 

In the name of Jihadi John, Western states are
on guard against radicalization and extrem-
ism of all hues. 

While Muslims bear the brunt of this for
now, ‘radicalization’ is a plastic category that
accomodates most forms of civil disobedi-
ence and dissent with ease. So too with ‘ter-
rorist’. A legal crackdown is immanent in the

30. The Business of Emotions: http:/
/businessofemotions.org/category/deception/islamic-
state/

31. When I have time I will put the two together by
extending and revising this book. 

UK: Extremism in Britain: Now the crack-
down is launched (The Telegraph, 7 March,
2015).

Given what is at stake, you’d think that the
‘authorities’ in the UK would be scrutinizing
the unmasking of Jihadi John as Mohammed
Emwazi with the utmost care and attention.
After all, if they get it wrong (as they have
before) the real Jihadi John is still on the
loose.

But not at all. They have swallowed it hook,
line and sinker. The police have said nothing
beyond their inability to say anything at all.
Traditional newspapers and news television
have busied themselves with fleshing out the
‘how’ of Enwazi’s radicalization. That
Emwazi is Jihadi John is not questioned. 

On ‘national security’ these organs of news
form a protective circle around ‘intelligence’
like muskox threatened by a pack of wolves. 

In the absence of any other explanation, such
a dereliction of duty and public trust suggests
to me that they are operating under a DA-no-
tice (‘defence advisory’) or some similar in-
junction. Whatever the reason, there is no
excuse. 
(a) The Dogs that Didn’t Bark
If my argument has been persuasive, the next
question is, Who is behind this prolonged Is-
lamic State deception featuring Jihadi John
aka Mohammed Emwazi? 

This question can be answered with the assis-
tance of Sherlock Holmes and his investiga-
tion of the disappearance of a famous race-
horse (Silver Blaze) the night before a race
and the murder of the horse’s trainer. 
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Gregory (Scotland Yard detective): “Is there
any other point to which you would wish to
draw my attention?”

Holmes: “To the curious incident of the dog
in the night-time.”

Gregory: “The dog did nothing in the night-
time.”

Holmes: “That was the curious incident.”

That the dog did not bark when the horse was
stolen led Holmes to the conclusion that the
culprit was known to the dog. 

The lesson is well-known to investigators.
Negative facts are difficult to spot. We tend
not to notice things that don’t happen or
aren’t mentioned. It’s called ‘omission
neglect.’ 

The apparent plausibility of the Mohammed
Emwazi as Jihadi John narrative depends on
neglect of what is not mentioned or does not
happen. Consumers of news end up forming
strong beliefs about both characters on the
basis of weak evidence. We are often most
confident when we are wrong. 

When evaluating the Jihadi John narrative,
we need to pay as much attention to what we
do not know as what we do know. This is
what I have attempted here.

My critique of the Jihadi John deception
draws attention to one more ‘curious
incident’. 

The secret intelligence services of the United
Kingdom and the United States did not bark a
warning when confronted with this transpar-
ent campaign to deceive their citizens. 

They cannot claim they did not know, for it is
so obvious to anyone who knows anything
about deception and they are paid to know.
They protect this deception operation, if only
with their silence. 

If they are not behind this Jihadi John/Islamic
State deception, and I suspect they are, they
certainly know who is.32

32. The secret inteliigence services of the UK and
US, of course, do not work in isolation. In particular,
they do not work in isolation from those of Israel.

(b) A ‘Turned’ Emwazi?
As a thought experiment, let us assume that
Jihadi John is a real person and let us take se-
riously CAGE’s claim that MI5 wanted Mo-
hammed Emwazi to work for them and
wouldn’t take no for an answer. 

It is difficult to see how Qureshi’s ‘extremely
kind, extremely gentle, extremely soft-spo-
ken’ Emwazi (‘the most humble young per-
son that I knew’) could turn into the cold-
blooded decapitator that is Jihadi John. No
amount of MI5 harassment can do that. But it
could ‘turn’ him in another way. 

Isn’t this what MI5 wanted of him all along?
To work for them, but not as an informer,
rather as an actor; to play the central role in a
deception operation in the form of those be-
heading videos. 

All he had to do was dress up, learn some
lines and be able to use a knife as a prop. The
voice would be added later. He didn’t even
have to be at the same place as the victims of
this drama. Just like a real movie, scenes
could be shot at different times in different
places and they would be put together post-
production. 

If this line of argument is correct then we can
say: yes, Emwazi really is Jihadi John, but
Jihadi John isn’t real. This thought, of
course, is too outrageous for British public
opinion to contemplate. On the other hand,
that a mild-mannered soft-spoken young man
could be ‘radicalized’ into a Jihadi Darth
Vader capable of severing heads without
qualm is plain common sense. 
(c) Digital and Fictional People 
Don’t Die
My own view, however, is that Jihadi John is
a photo-realistic digital human and not an ac-
tual person, and that Mohammed Emwazi
does not exist and has never existed. 

Keep in mind that only two people claim that
Emwazi is Jihadi John: Asim Qureshi (and
he’s not convinced) and ‘Saleh’, the Islamic
State ‘defector’ (and he’s not convincing).
That’s not enough to persuade me.

So what now for Jihadi John and Mohammed
Emwazi? 
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Digital and fictional people don’t die, they
are ‘retired’.

Jihadi John will be ‘killed’ by a missile from
a drone at some politically opportune time
and an important victory in the war-on-terror
will be declared.33 Mohammed Emwazi will
die with him, of course.

In the meantime this sophisticated charade
will be used to justify a ‘crackdown’ on ‘radi-
calization’ of all kinds. These ‘Islamic State’
videos will continue to act as bait to lure
naive Western would-be Jihadists to their
doom. 
(d) What Now?
If my line of argument is correct then it poses
some serious questions for some figures in
this drama. They know who they are and so
do I. Readers can draw their own conclusions
and act on them. 

I have limited myself to the Jihadi John/Mo-
hammed Emwazi saga but it is a part of a
larger production. 

It remains to reveal the people behind this de-
ception and to discover what they wish to
conceal: the real forces active within this ‘Is-
lamic State’, what they are doing, and why.
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33. Remember this? EXCLUSIVE: Got him! Jihadi
John is 'wounded in US airstrike that killed 10 top
ISIS commanders at secret bunker meeting in Iraq'
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